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directly. In addition, forecasting trend levels and event
probabilities and the impacts of both are reviewed, as well as a
description of how to interrelate trends and events in cross-impact
analysis and how to assess their effects on critical performance
indicators. Section 3 gives details on how to analyze scenarios in
order to derive their implications for policy analysis, described in
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INTRODUCTION
We are living in exciting times, with unrreee- actions (events) that would affect their ability to ac-

dented changes occurring in the world around us. complish the mitaion. Using these data along with
Consequently, our institutions of higher eAucation are
faced with a complex, turbulent, and uncertain future
that most assuredly will be different from the present
Admini-trators in those institutions recognize the need
for a broadly based approach to institutional planning,

intelligence summaries and staff judgments, they design operational plans adaptive to the dramatic shifts
that are a natural result of the conditions under which

they must operate.

They know that to base total

strategy on only one view of what the entniy will do is

one that is sensitive to the changing environment of te invite disaster. Strategic planning, like the best
higher education.
operational planning seeks to reduce uncertainty by
considering what is likely to happen along with possiIn recent years, a goup of techniques has been bilities of what could imppen.
developed that policy-makers may employ in establishing the strategic policy of their organizations. These
Wein higher education are not concerned with
techniques come under a broad category of methodol- the "enemy," but the word "strategy," after all, is
ogy known as futures research. A primary purpose of derived from the Latin smegia,meaning generalship.
this methodology is to assist planners in reducing the
level of uncertainty associated with strategic decision- Higher education leaders like generals, must be aware
making. The focus of this methodology is the identifi- of trends and events in the env imn ment that may affect
cation, analysis, and evaluation of alternative future success in accomplishing the mission. The higher
states of an organization ' s environment and the sources education administrator, like the hatficlicki cominander,
of change within it.
seeks to reduce uncertainty by considering probabilities and possibilities.
At thia conference, we will be using a planning
process that integrates futures research techniques and
Leaders recognize a oentral tenet of strategic
methods to produce alternative futures. By linking en- planning: that organizational performance is dependvironmental scanning information to the formulation ent upon finding the appropriaut match between the or-

of institutional strategy, administrators are able to
assess the position of their institution in the external ganization and its environment. Accordingly, the planenvironment, to delineate alternative futures of that ning objective is to find or create an alignment between

environment, and to define the strategies necessary to the threats and opportunities inherent in the environadapt to a range of anticipated changes in the environ- ment and the strengths and weaknesses of the organ i zament.
tiOn. The effectiveness of our planning will largely
depend upon how well we identify, monitor, and corThe purpose of this handbook is to desaibe the
rectly assess the impact of major developments in the
methodology, broadly termed the alternative futures
external environment in juxtaposition with inicrnal
approach to strategic planning, that will strengthen an
systems.
institution's planning process.

Conventional planning models are weak in
OVERVIEW OF THE ALTERNATIVE

identifying and assessing he effect on the institution ol
external
environmental changes. 'I'he underlying premFUTURES APPROACH TO PLANNING
ise of such models is that future changes in the ex termil
The approach described in this handbook is environment will reflect the rate and direction of presanalogous io the planning process used by battlefield ent trends (particularly pronounced ii pri)jeci ions ol
commanders (a role not too different from that of enrollment and staffing). By using suet models,

university administrator!). Commanders scan their administrators are led to assume that the future will
external environment with electronic and human sen- reflect the past and present-0,11 a "most likely" future
sors to identify enemy tendencies (trends) and potential will emerge over time, in es.,ence a "surprise-free"
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future.

lead to political stability in that country. Or, a signifi-

cant increase (or decrease) in OPEC oil prices will
To base the institutional strategy of colleges dramatically affect the economy of the industrialized
and universities solely on the assumptions of a "most countries, which in turn will affect . . ., etc.

lik;ly" future, however, ignores the possibility of alter-

nadve futures occurring as a result if unanticipated
d. The planning objective is to improve our
events and developments. The consequence of such understanding of possible future environments within
"surprise" events and developments is that operational which higher education will be operating in the next ten
plans must be abandoned or, at the very least, continu- to thirty years. This provides an enriched and more
ally adapted to unexpected shifts in the external condi- informed background against which to examine the

tions under which higher education must naturally strengths and weaknesses of higher education, thus
operate.
encouraging flexibility in objectives. Having ex unified more than just the most likely developments and
The unique feature of the alternative futures with a continuous and ongoing mechanism for scan-

approach to planning is the requirement to identify po- ning external trends and events, the organi vat ion can be
tential events and to think through their implications proactive in how it staffs and structures itself. Alfor higher education if they should occur. By system- though the future can never be surprise-free, this method
atically identifying, forecasting, and taking into ac- can significantly reduce uncertainzy :Ind can keep our
count the implications of critical trends and events decision-makers well informed.
and their interrelationshipswe will expand our vision
and, therefore, be able to dcvelop a more anticipatory,
e. The primary purpose of developing and
proactive, strategic plan.
analyzing multiple futures is to assess goal alternatives
in a complex and uncertain planning envtroninent. The
process articulated here does not replace conventional
METHODOLOGICAL ASSUMPTIONS
forms of analysis. Instead, it complements other information resources that help higher education leadership
The assumptions upon which the alternative fu- evaluate institutional missions, objectives, resources,
tures approach to planning is based are as follows capabilities, ongoing programs, and current strategies.
(Boucher and Morrison 1989):

f. Go;x1forecasts derive primarily from human
a. It is not possible to predict the future, but it judgment, creativity, and imagination, not mathematiis possible to forecast events in terms of tlrir probabil- cal extrapolations based upon historical data. Matheity of occurrence and it is also possible to forecast matical trend forecasts have their bases in previous or
whether trend levels will increase, decrease, or stay existing interrelationships of variables and therefore
virtually the same over the period in question. This rest upon an assumption that the future will he like the
enables planners to account explicitly for varying past. This assumption becomes more untenable as we
degrees of uncertainty.
proceed into the future because events may occur that
b. Forecasts must sweep widely cress possible can affect the prior interrelationships among variables
future developments in such areas as demographics, or trends themselves.
technology, economics, and politics.
A model based upon these assumptions is shown

in Figure 1. Basically, the model states that from the
c. Forecasts must take into account the interreexperience of organizational leaders or through envilatedness of the areas noted above and across internaronmental scanning, leaders identify issues or concerns
tional, national, regional, and local dimensions. For that may require attention. These issues/concerns are
example, an agricultural innovation leading to greater then defined in terms of their component parts -- trends
crop production in an underdeveloped country may and events, which are then forecast. These activities
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Figure 1. ME ALTERNATIVE FUTURES APPROACH TO STRATEGIC PLANNING
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constitute the beginning of an external analysis.

makers to formulate plans in the light of these analyses.

They kliffer in emphasis. Advocates of the inside-out
An inmrnal analysis is also conducted. This approa 11 speak of developing an organizat ional vision
analysis consists of defining the organizational mis- (i.e., purpose, mission) before examining the external
sion, performarce indicators, and strengths and weak- errironment for factors that would facilitate Or hinder
nesses. Merging this analysis with the external analysis the achievement of that vision. Advocates of the
outside-in approach talk of an examination of the
constitutes strategic long-range planning.
external environment writ broad in order to obtain an
This merger may be conducted in several ways. understanding of the possible before developing a
First, the traditional approach is to consider the results statement of the desirable (i.e., the organizational viof the internal analysis in the "most likely" future, a sion).
future derived from forecasted trends and events that
The approach advocated in this handbook is
are expected to occur. This approach provides little
outside-in,
and places heavy emphasis on external
consideration to developments less likely to occur.
analyses. The handbook will describe and illustrate
As noted above, the distinction between the different techniques within this general framework.
traditional approach to long-railge planning and the
To summarize, this handbook focuws on dealternative futures approach is that the latter approach
forces us to think of the implications of possible devel- scribing methods and techniques for conducting and
opments that, if they occurred, would change our merging external and internal analyses in order to
future. As shown in Figure I, there are two submodels produce alternative future environments that serve to
of this approach. The simpler method is to conduct a expand our vision of the possibilities we need to take
trend and an event impact analysis of the implications into account as we formulate strategic long-range plans.
of these potential external developments on the mission, performance indicators, and strengths and weaknesses of the organization. As we shall see later, it is
ORGANIZATION OF THIS HANDBOOK
relatively easy to conduct this analysis.

A more sophisticated approach to conducting
an external analysis is to generate alternative futures
from the univariate trend and event forecasts through
cross-impact analysis. These futures allow a more
rigorous and robust examination of the possibilities
facing the organization, but they require skilled individuals with training in futures research methods to
implement.

The handbook consists of four sections and five
appendices, as well as a bibliography for further reading. Section I begins with a discussion of how an

internal analysis is conducted. Components of an
internal analysis are a review of the current organizational mission, identification of critical performance
indicators, and identification of organ i zationa I strengths

and weaknesses. Much of the rest of the handbook

concentrates on techniques for estimating how potenWhichever .approach is used, tile process is tial or emerging factors in the external environment
iterative. We must continually scan to identify signals could affect those elements identified in the internal
of change not identified previously, or changes in the analysis.
probabilities of events or in trend levels in the trtnd and
Section II, external analysis, focuses first on
event set. We must also continue to collect data
how to identify the most critical trends that define the
specified by the performance indicators, and to be alert
context within which the organization will function in
to changes in mission as well as strengths and weakthe future, then how to identify potential events that, if
nesses.
they occurred, would affect those trends or the organiOVERVIEW OF THIS HANDBOOK
zation directly. Next, after the trend and event set has
There are two basic approaches to strategic been identified, discussion concentrates on forecasting
planningthe "outside-in" approach and the "inside- trend levels and event probabilities and the impacts of
out" approach. Both approaches focus on merging both trends and events. This discussion is followed by
external with internal analyses to enable decision- a description of how to interrelate trends and events in
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cross-impact analysis and how to assess their effects on dix A if a guide for the group facilitator working with

critical performance indicators. This section con- the planning team. Appendix 8 is an example of r.
Delphi questionnaire where respondents are requested
cludes with a discussion of how to write scenarios.
to forecast trend leveLs and event probabilities. Appen
Section III details how to analyze scenarios in dix C is a description of how an ongoing scanning proorder to derive their implications for policy analysis,
gram may be developed. Appendix D presents a brief
described in Section IV.
example of the kinds of materials to be included in an
The appendices are designed to enhance the environmental scanning notebook. Appendix E condiscussions in the main body of the handbook. Appen- tains a brief biographical sketch of the author.

SECTION 1: INTERNAL ANALYSIS
The internal analysis of an organization re- those critical indicators that tell us how well we are perquires an analyes of the mission, strengths and weak- forming as an organization?"
nesses, and performance indicators. The purpose of
Once an initial list of key indicators is develthis section is to define and discuss these factors.
oped, the team should discuss the significance of each
IDENTIFICATION OF MISSION

indicator. Then they should identify a manageable

Understanding the interrelationshipsof the terms number of indicators (ten-fifteen) that the majority of

"mission," "goals," and "objectives" is important for team members believe to be the most significant in

the planning team in analyzing the organization. These evaluating organizational performance. The list of
selected indicators will be used later in the process,
definitions are provided:
when the internal and external aaalyses are combined.

Mission Statement. A mission statement is a
succinct description of the purpose and scope of the
organization. More specifically, it tells why the organization exists and what it wants to achieve,

IDENTIFICATION OF

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSIS

Goals Goals are far-reaching, desired results
Each organization has strengths and weaknesses
or outcomes &ought by the organization over a long
term. As such, they further define and clarify the mis- that contribute to a profile of its competence. A
sion. If they are achieved, the organization is accom- strength of the organization might be considered that
plishing its mission.
which increases attractiveness; a weakness, conversely,
Objectives. Objectives are measurable results would be a condition that decreases attractiveness.
of activities designed to accomplish goals. They should
In identifying strengths and weaknesses, the
be attainable, clearly understood, very specific, and re- planning team may fiad it helpful to think of these

lated to a definite timeframe. When the objectives characteristics in relation to current mission requiredefining a goal statement are attained, the goal is ments. Strengths and weaknesses may also be considattained.

ered in terms of future mission. Figure 3 offers a form
It may be useful for the planning team to think for use by planning team members.
in terms of "why, what, who" in analyzing the organiThe purpose of identifying organizational
zation. Figure 2 shows a form that could be used for this strengths and weaknesses is to examine (heir relationship to strategic options developed at the conclusion of
purpose.
The next
IDENTIFICATION OF PERFORMANCE INDICATORS the first iteration of the planning cycle.
section of the handbook describes how strengths and
Performance indicators are "internal" trends. weaknesses, along with performance indicators, may
They serve as a response to the question, "What are be used in a merged in7ernaVtaternal analysis.
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Name of Organize Son

DEFINITIONAL CATEGORIES

Who
CLIENTS/GROUPS SERVED.

.

Why,

What

NEEDS SATNWIED...

SERVICES OFFERED...

,

Nun 2. ELEMENTS OF THE MISSION
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Name of Organization

WEAKNESSES

STRENGTHS

(Current disadvantageous situations,
capabilities andlor lack of successas)

(Gwent advantagsous situations,
capabilities andfor succe3ses)

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

_

10.

10.

11.

11.

12.

12.

NOTE:

Us* as many forms as required by the number of strengths and weaknesses identified by the group.

Figure 3. ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES
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SECTION 2: EXTERNAL ANALYSIS
Effective atrategic long-range planning requires current environmental change, he decision-maker can
accurate and precise identification and articulation of influence the future through the intervention of human
issues/concerns. Issues may be structured by identify- action. These three elementstrends, events, and

ing their parts in some policy-relevant way. For our
purposes, issues can be "untangled" in the form of
trends and events. Trends are verbal or numerical
representations of a series of social, technological,
economic or political characteristics that can be estimated and/or measured over time. They are statements
of the general direction of change, usually gradual and
long-term, and reflect the forces shaping the region,

human actionform the basis for conceptualizing a
model of the future. The components of such a model
include:

1. The "most likely" future as represented by
key trends and potential events that are expected to
occur.

2. The sudden external changes that are represented
by
the uncertain occurrence of events, the imnation, or society in general. Trend information may be
used to describe the future, identify emerging issues, or pact of which can affect each other and the tr-nds
project future events. For example, at most schools, identified previously.
student profiles are changing. Indicators of this trend
3. The human interventions as represented by
include the increasing number of female students in the strategies, policies or actions that may be taken by
higher education, the mix of minority students as a
the decision-maker.
percentage of total enrollment, and a change in the proTo summarize, external analysis involves at a
portionate representation of different socio-economic

classes in a particular age-cohort (e.g., 18-24 year minimum the identification of c ri t ical trend s a nd potenolds).

Events are discrete, confirmable occurrences
that make the future different from the past. "Federal
government cuts student finamial aid grants by 50%"
would be an example of an event.

tial events and forecasting trend levels and event probabilities over a specified time period. At a more sophis-

ticated level, external analysis involves interrelating
trends and events through cross-impact analysis and/or

developing scenarios that represent possible alternative futures. This section describes how the pLnning
Structuring the planning problem, in short, in- team can go about these activities.
cludes developing a set cf trends that measure change
in individual categories, along with a set of possible
TREND AND EVENT IDENTIFICATION
future events that, if they were to occur, might have a
significant effect on these trends, or on each other. The

trend and ev ent set should be chosen to reflect the
complexity and multidimensionality of the category.
Ordinarily, this means that the trends and events will
describe a wide variety of social, technological, eco-

There are basically two approaches to trend and
event identification. First, planning team members
could conduct a trend and event identificat ion exercise

independently. This would consist of a search of the
literature for environmental scans conducted by other
nomic, and political factors in the 'national and global organizations (e.g., United Way of America, the Instienvironment.
tute for the Future, etc.) supplemented by searching for
Stated differently, the set of trends and events
serves to focus the analyst's attention on the changing
forces within the external environment. The interaction of the trends and events represents the environ-

information on specific trends and events The result

should be an environmental scanning notebook of
emerging issues, potential events and critical trends
that could affect the organization during the planning

mental forces shaping the organization's future. time frame. The notebook (see .Nppendix C for a
However, since it is a basic assumption of futures truncated example) should include the following: (a)
research that the future is not determined solely by trend extrapolations of key statistics (e.g., the number
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of secondary school graduates); (b) recent articles future of the organization. After everyone has comabout the future; (c) speeches and comments by influential individuals (e.g., legislators, policy makers, researchers, futurists, etc.); (d) information on technological, economic, social, and political developments
having possible future significance for higher educa-

pleted this list, collect each person's list and redistrib-

ute them so that each person receives another's list.
One at a time, each planning team member shares one
trend from the list given to him/her, as the facilitator
records each trend on a flip chart. This continues until

tion; and (e) data suggesting changes in values/atti- trend nominations are exhausted. (See Appendix A for
tudes that affect higher education. From the task of additional instructions on how to facilitate the work of
developing such a notebook, the team would be guided small planning teams.)
by an initial notion of those critical trends and events
After the trend set has been generated, the

that could affect higher education, a notion that would
planning team is faced with the task of delimiting what
continue to develop as scanning progresses.

is may be a very large trend set. One technique to

In addition to providing background informa- nanow the set to a more manageable level for initial
tion for the planning team, the notebook may be used as p'anning purposes is to ask each team member to vote
background material to construct a Delphi question- for the five trends that he/she believes will have the
naire (the construction of which is discussed in the greatest impact on the organization. The ten to fifteen
section on forecasting). Several rounds of Delphi could trends most frequently chosen become part of the list of
be administered to planning team members and to other "Critical Trends." Those trends not selected are inmembers of the administration prior to the first plan- cluded in the organization's dc,a bank of trends for
ning session, with a final round conducted during the future reference.
session itself. Delphi questionnaires allow more members of the organization to participate in the planning
DEVELOPING TREND STATEMENTS
process, thereby resulting in a more inclusive trend and
event set. Moreover, this approach allows more time
Trends may be stated in several forms. Most
during the first face-to-face conference for discussing people, when they think of trends, state them in a
the importance and the impact of the trends and events. forecast form (e.g., "the life expectancy of the popula(However, the development, administration, and tabu- tion of the industrialized countries is increasing"). The
lation of the questionnaires for each of the Delphi advantage of stating trends in this form is that people
rounds takes substantial time to complete.)
are accustomed to the form, and they may be used in
A second approach is to involve senior deci- elementary analyses as we relate potential impacts of
sion-makers in a three-to six-hour workshop. In tnis external developments to internal functions. However,
approach, a "read-ahead" could be provided that ex- trends stated in this form lack precisionhow much of
plains the approach being used for strategic planning an increase (or decrease) and over what period of time?
and consists of several homework exercises designed For forecasting purposes, as we will see later, stating

to elicit from participants their concept cf critical trends in a "neutral" format and requesting senior
trends and events. If possible, distribute the environ- leaders or other experts to forecast their levels over
mental scanning notebook prior to the workshop.

specified time periods adds an element of precision to
forecasts and enables one to use such forecasts ir more

In this workshop it is important to encourage complex analyses (e.g., cross-impact analysis). For
contributions from each planning team member in example, the trend above, stated in a neutral format,
order to obtain a maximally comprehensive set of would read as follows:
trends. If the team is dominated by a few individuals,
Life expectancy of the population of the
an alternative procedure may be used: Request each
industrialized
countries
team member individually to list on a sheet of paper the

trends that he/she thinks are most important to the

14

In addition, trend statements should be simpli-
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fied by ueng a process consisting of the following

FORECASTING TRENDS

tasks:

Having defined the trend set, the next step is to

De rive the main idea underlying each trend forecast subjectively the most likely level of trends
statement.

over the period of strategic interest (e.g., the next thirty
years), assuming no major discontinuities in the current

If a statement has more than one major idea, evolution of the system. A simple way to forecast
create two or more statements.
trends and obtain information to assist in setting prioriIf several statements have the same idea, develop ties as to their importance to. the organization is to
request respondents (a) to ' recast the level of each
a single statement representing them all.
trend for at least two points in time and (b) to assess
Reduce statement length by substituting one- both the positive and negative consequences for the
word synonyms for underlying concepts.
organization, should the trend materialize as forecasted. A Delphi questionnaire is used to obtain the
forecasts, usually conducted over several munds (see
DEVELOPING EVENT STATEMENTS
Appendix B for a sample Delphi questionnaire for
Again, *It is important to identify potential events

in the social, technological, economic and social sectors, regional through global levels, that would affect
higher education if they should occur. For example,
"U.S. Congress mandates a period of national service
for all 17-20 year olds." If this event occurred, or if
people thought it would occur, higher etimation could

forecasting trends).

A major purpose of using the Delphi format is

to generate discussion about the factors underlying
forecasts. This is done by first tallying the Round 1
(R1) responses. To do this, derive the median estimate
of each trend's level for each point in time, and derive

a mean for the trend's impact for the organization
be affected. Events are what make our fuzare uncertain. should it materialize as forecasted. These statistics
Therefore, anticipating events is a major challenge should be distributed to an respondents and discussed,
facing the organization.

There are a number of criteria to be used in
writing event statements:

if possible, in a conference setting. A recommended
posture for conducting the discussion is first to focus on
the distribution of "votes" for each time period. Ask the

question, "What is the reasoning behind the highest

An event should be stated as a single occur- level estimated and behind the lowest level estimated?"
rence rather than as multiple occurrences (e.g., "A Do not focus on who made these estimations. The sum
occurs," rather than "A,B, and C occur").
approach may be used for the estimated degree of
impact for the organizadon if the trend materializes as
An event should not be stated in the form, "A forecast.
occurs because of B," except where the cause is part of
As it result of the discussion, the team may
the event to "uc studied.

decide to reestimate the value of certain trends; the

An event should be definite and specific (e.g., discussion process tends to improve the quality of the
"At least 20 percent of persons are functionally illiter- product.
ate," rather than, "Many adults are functionally illiterate"). Avoid ambiguous terms such as "most," "widely
FORECASTING EVENTS
used," "normal," and "in general use."
The probability of events may also be forecast
As a general rule, event statements should not in the same Delphi questionnaire. Of course, it is
be over twenty-five words long to ensure the greatest possible to simplify the requirements for event foredegree of understanding.
casting by requesting respondents to estimate the proba-

1
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bility of an event's occurrence for one or two time in the organization's environment. The information
gained from a cross-impact matrix will assist the team
in developing the organization's alternative futures and
Once RI is completed, the results may be tabuin establishing the causal relationships in a scenario.
lated in terms of median estimates of probability of Examples of cross-impact matrices and their uses are
occurrence for the specified time periods and mean
discussed below.
intervals.

impacts. (Median estimates are used in subjective
Event-to-Event Assessment. Using the eventforecasting of trend levels and event probabilities
to-event
cross-impact form (see Figure 4), for every
because such estimates are usually characterized by

extreme scales.) These statistics also should be distrib- cell in the matrix, each team member should (a) take
uted to all respondents and discussed, if possible, in a note of tho event listed to the left of the cell and (b)
conference setting. As with trends, a recommended assess how the occurrence of that event would affect
posture for conducting the discussion is fust to focus on the likelihood of each event in the rest of the set. A
the distribution of "votes" for each time period. Ask the variety of scales can be used to assess event-to-event
question, "What is the reasoning behind the highest impact. If team members have no experience with the
level estimated and behind the lowest level estimated?" cross-impact technique, they may decide to use plus or

Again, do not focus on who made these estimations. minus indicators, ("4") with "++" indicating a great
increase, "0" representing no change, and "" speciThe same approach may be used for the estimated fying great decrease. Alternatively, with a more expedegiee of consequence for the organization if the event rienced team, a numeric scale may be used (e.g., ", 3
occurs. As a result of the discussion, the team may to -3"; "-9 to +9").

decide to reestimate the probability and impact of

For each cell, if the team uses a numeric scale,
the responses of all team members are collected and
summed algebraically (i.e., with regard to sign); the
ASSESSING THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS
resulting "team score" indicates the degree to which an
event's probability is influenced by another event if
BETWEEN TRENDS AND EVENTS:
the teamuses plus or minus indicators, a group consenCROSS-IMPACT ANALYSIS
sus must be reached about the "score" for each cell (a
technique can, of course, also can be used with numeric
The essential idea behind cross-impact analysis scales). The team cell scores are summed for each row
is to define explicitly and completely the pair-wise and each column without regard to the sign (+/-) of the
causal connections within a set of forecasted develop- cell score. (If the team uses plus and minus indicators,
ments. In gc.neral, this process involves asking how the add the number of each to obtain row and column
prior occurrence of a particular event might affec t other totals.) The row totals represent the nanact of an
events or trends in the set. When these relationships event's occurrence relative to all other eventsthe
have been specified, it becomes possible to let events larger the sum, the greater the impact. The column
"happen" either randomly, in accordance with their totals indicate the relative sensitivity of an event to the
estimated probability, or in some prearranged way occurrence of the other eventsthe larger the sum, the
and then trace out a new, distinct, plausible and inter- greater the sensitivity. The information in the cells,
nally consistent set of forecasts. This analysis allows ow totals, and column totals can be used in developing
the planning team to assess the effect of one event's scenarios.
occurrence on the probability of other events and can
Event-to-Trend Assessment. Using the eventdevelop the understanding that events of the future are to-rend cross-impact matrix form (see Figure 5), team
frequently interrelated. Furthermore, through assess- members again list events on the left side of their forms.
ing interrelationships, events are identified that, should Across the top of the matrix, the team members list
they occur, have the potential to be powerful "actors" abbreviated trend statements. As in the event-to-event

certain potential events.
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assessment, each member notes the event to the left of this trend materializes as forecast, will it II:i.ve an effect
the cell, assesses how the occurrence of that event on performance indicator number one? If so. how will
would affect the level of the trend that is listed above the it affect that indicator? That is, if the trend continues as
cell, and assigns a score according to the scale used. forecast, and it would affect the performance indicator,
Again, assessments are tabulated for each cell algebrai- will it increase the performance indicator, or will it
cally, indicating the degree to which the trend level is decrease it? Again, you may use a numeric se lac or plus
affected by the specified event. Row and column sums and minus indicators. If, for example, you use the
are also calculated without regard to sign.
latter, apply the following logic. If the trend would
To speed the cross-impact assessment process, severely decrease the performance indicator, put a ""
in the indicated box. lf it would moderately or slightly
the team can be divided into two groups, with one group
decrease it, put a "" in the box. Use the same logic if
conducting the event-to-event assessment and the other
the trend would increase the indicator. If the trend
group completing the event-to-trend analysis.
would have no impact on that indicator, put a "0" in the
One purpose in asking team members to esti- box.
mate independently the effects of events on the probaFor events, assume that the event occurs. Ask
bility of other events or the effect of events on trend
the
question,
if this event occurs, will it have an effect
levels is to use thesc estimates to generate discussion
about the factors underlying the relationships of trends on performance indicator number one? If so, how will
and events in the sct. This discussion can be conducted it affect performance indicator number one? That is, if
in much the same fashion as recommended in the the event occurs, and this occurrence would affe, t the
forecasting exercises. After this discussion concludes, performance indicator, will it decrease it? If it would
team members may want to vote again. Or, as an severely decrease the level of the performance indicaalternative, the team may enter cell values after some tor, put a "" in the box. If it would moderately or
degree of consensus is achieved through discussion. slightly decrease it, put a "-" in the box. Use the same
logic if the occurrence of the event would increase the
ASSESSING CRITICAL TRENDS AND EVENTS ON
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Following the selection of the critical trends
and events and the assessment of their interrelationships, the planning team should assess the importance
of the identified trends and events and estimate their
impact on key performance indicators. This assess-

indicator. If the event would have no impact on that
indicator, put a "0" in the box.
In addition, the absolute sum (i.e., each "+" or

"-" counts as a "1") of the total positive and total
negative impacts for each trend and event is entered in
the absolute impact column and identifies the trends

and events that have the potential to affect thc
organization's performance the most. This assessment

ment processtrend/event impact analysisis simi- provides information for use in the development of
lar to cross-impact analysis and serves to identify alternative scenarios.
specillz changes in organizational performance that
may result from the critical tends and events.

It is also useful to regard this exercise as a
Delphi and conduct a discussion of the variation of

To reduce the time required for this phase of the responses individuals have assessed for the extent of
process, the team may be divided into groups, and each the relationships of trends and events on each perform-

group should be assigned a portion of the key indicators. Using the grid shown in Figure 6, list the assigned
indicators at the top of the grid and the trend and event
set on the left. To assess the impact that each trend and
event will have upon assigned indicators, assume that
the forecast is correct. For trends, ask the question, if

ance indicator. As in the trend and event forecasting
exercise, individual team members provide reasons for
the variation of "votes" that is virtually certain to occur.
The objective, again, is to obtain as much information
as possible about the relationship of trends, events, and

performance indicators. In so doing, members of thc
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team will come to have a common understanding of madeor not madethus determining the outcome).
how the world works, or at least a better understanding Thus the branch points, rather than the final outcome,
become the objezt of policy attention. The events at the
of why they disagree as to how the world works!
branch points raize Ivo kinds of questions: (a) how
does a situation come about, step by step; and ;b) what
DEVELOKNG SCENARIOS
interventional choices could be made at each step?
Scenarios are narrative descriptions of possible
The major weakness of the demonstration scefutures. A single scenario represents a history of the nario, as Boucher (1985) points out, is that it is based
future. The "most likely" future, for example, contains upon "genius" forecasting and is, therefore, dependent
all of the forecasts from we forecasting activity in a upon the idici:wcrasies and experiences of indiv iduals.
narrative weaving them together from some point in the However, this type of scenario (like all methods and
future, describing the history of how they unfolde. techniques in this field) is useful in both stimulating
Alternatives to this future are based upon the occur- and disciplining the imagination.
rence or nonoccurrence of particular events in the event

set. Such alternatives define unique mixes of future
environmental forces that may have an impact on
higher education. The different scenarios are, themselves, forecasts, and the range of uncertainty in the
scenario alters projections based on the past. The
alternative future depicted by a scenario permits iden-

The driving-force scenario examines the inter-

relationship of driving forcesfor example, GNP
growth and population growth. The writer's task is to
describe each possible future that might result from
various combinations of those forces.

The purpose of the driving force scenario is to
tification of causal relationships and impacts, as well as clarify the caure of the future by contrasting alternapoints for possible intervention and a basis for organ- tive futures with others in the samc scenario space. It
izational strategies.
may well be that certain policies would fare equally
Any of a number of scenario taxonomies, each
with its own benefits and limitations, may be used to
guide the development of a scenario logic. The most
comprehensive of the taxonomies, however, was de-

well in most of the futures, or that certain futures may
pose problems for the organization. In the latter case,
decision makers will know where to direct their monitoring and scanning efforts.

veloped by Wayne Boucher (1985) and updated by
The major weakness of the driving-force sceBoucher and Morrison (1989). In this taxonomy there nario is the assumption that the trend levels, once
are four distinct types of scenarios: the demonstration specified, are fixedan assumption that suffers the
scenario, the driving-force scenario, the system change same criticism directed to planning assumptions in
scenario, and the slice-of-time scenario. The first three traditional long-range planning activities (i.e., they
types are characteristic of "path-through-time" narra- ignore potential cvmts that, if they occurred, would
tives; the fourth is a "slice-of-time" narrative. The affect trend levels). The advantage of this type of
following descriptions am derived from Boucher (1985) scenario, however, is that, when well executed, the
as updated in Boucher and Morrison (1989).
analysis of strategic choice i .;impl i fieda function of
The demonstration scenario was pioneered by considerable value at the beginning of an environHerman Kahn, Harvey De Weerd, and others at RAND mental or policy analysis when the search for key
in the early days of systems analysis. In this type of variables is most perplexing.
scenario, the writer first imagines a particular end-state
in the future and then describes a distinct and plausible
path of events that could lead to that end-state. In the
branch-point version of this type of scenario, attention
is called to decisive events along the path (i.e., events

The system-change scenario is designed to
explore systematically, comprehensively, and consistently the interrelationships and implications of a set of
trend and event forecasts. This set, which may be
developed through scanning, genius forecasting, or a

that represent points at which crucial choices were Delphi, embraces the full range of concerns in the
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Variations in these types of scenarios occur
according
to the perspective brought to the task by
ments. Thua this scenario type varies both from the
demonstration scenario (which leads to a single out- scenario writers. Boucher (1985) points out that writcome and ignores most of all of the other developments ers using the exploratory perspective adopt a neutral
contemporaneous with it) and from the driving-force stance toward the future, appearing to be objective,
scenario (which takes account of a full range of future scientific, and impartial. The approach is to have the
developments but assumes that the driving trends are scenario begin in the present and unfold from there to
unchanging), in that there is no single event that caps the end of the period of interest. The reader"discovers"
the scenario, and there are no a priori driving forces. the future as it materializes. The most common version
of this mode, "surprise-free," describes the effects of
The system-change scenario depends upon new events and policies, although only likely events
social, technological, economic and political environ-

1

I
I
I
I
I
I

cross-impact analysis to develop the outline of alterna- and policies are used. A second version, the "play-out"

tive futures. The writer must still use a good deal of version, assumes that only current forces and policy
creativity to make each alternative intriguing by high- choices are allowed to be felt in the futurc (i.e., no
lighting key branch points and elaborating on critical technological discoveries or revolutions are permitcausal relationships. However, this scenario suffers
from the same criticisms that may be leveled at driving-

force and demonstration scenarios: although everything that matters is explicitly stated, all of the input
data and relationships are judgmental. Moreover, the
scenario space of each trend projection is defined by
upper and lower envelopes as a consequence of the

ted).

Writers using the normative perspective focus
on the question, "What kind of future might we have?"

They respond to this question from a value-laden
perspective, describing a "favored and attainable" end
state (a financially stable college and the sequence of

cross-impacts of orents from the various scenarios that events that show how this could be achieved) or a
are run. Although it is valuable to know these enve- "feared but possible" end-state (merger with another
lopes, this information by itself provides no guidance in institution).
deciding which of the many alternative futures that can
In the hypothetical or what-if mode, writers

be generated should serve as the basis for writing everiment with the probabilities of event forecasts to
scenarios. This choice must be made using such criteria
"sec what might happen." In this mode, the writer
as "interest," "plausibility," or "relevance."

explores the sensitivity of earlier results to changes in
The slice-of-time scenario jumps to a fature particular assumptions. Many "worst ease" and "best
period in which a set of conditions comes to fruition, case" scenarios are of this sort.
and then describes how stakeholders think, feel, and
Boucher (1985) maintains that all scenarios

behave in that environment (as in George Orwell's may be placed in a particular type/mode combination.
novel, 1984). The objective is to summarize a percep- Unfortunately, such a strategy ignores potentially
tion about the future to show that the future may be important alternative futums from such type/mode
more (or less) desirable, fearful, or attainable than is combinations as the exploratory system change or
now generally thought. If the time period within the exploratory driving-force scenarios. The choice of
"slice of time" is wide, say from today to the year 2010, which scenario to write must be made careully.
it is possible to identify the macro-trends over this
By providing a realistic range of possibilities,
period. In this sense, a slice-of-time scenario is the
same as the "environmental assumptions" found in scenarios facilitate the identification of common feamany college and university plans. The weakness of tures likely to have an impact on higher education Ito
this approach is that there is no explanation as to the matter which alternative occurs. It is conventional to
influences on the direction of these trends, no plausible create from three to five such histories to cover the
description of how (and why) they change over time.

range of uncertainty.
-
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The data developed in the planning process future could unfold. The value of impact networks lies
serve as the basic data pool for preparing a series of in their simplicity and in their potential to identify
scenarios. Specifically, the data pool includes the quickly a wide range of impacts.
following:

Although the impact network is a simple proce-

1. A list of critical trends and events

dure that could easily be performed by one person,

2. An assessment of the organization's mission group involvement helps ensure valid and comprehensive results. Operationally, select an event identified as
3. A list of key performance indicators
a strong actor from the cross-impact analysis and/or
4. A cross-impact matrix showing the intent- key indicator assessment and write it in the middle of a

lationships of events and ttends

sheet of paper (or newspn... if it is developed by a
group). Identify and record first-order impacts of the

As noted above, numerous approaces can be event and link them to the initial event by a single line
taken in the writing of scenarios, ranging from a single (see Figure 7). When all first-order impacts have been
person writing a description of a future situation to the identified, or when the space around the initial event is
use of a computer model that utilizes cross-impact occupied, repeat the process for each first-order impact
rialysis in the scenario-gencrating process. If the event to determine the possible effects if this event
writer has ncver written a scenario, however, it may be were to occur. Link second-order impact events to first
helpful to begin with one of the four approaches de- order events by two lines. Repeat these steps for third
scribed below (Morrison and Mecca 1989).
and fourth-order impacts, or as far as the writer prefers.
In the first approach, record each critical trend Typically, third-and fourth-order impacts are sufficient
and event on a card (e.g., a 3x5), and place each card to explore all of the significant impacts of the initial
face up on a table. Giving special attention to trends events.
and events that have a strong impact on organizational
Feedback loops can be used to determine
performance and mission and using the results of the changes in the rate or intensity of a development
cross-impact matrix, group the cards according to in- resulting from a lower order event. For example, a
terrelationships in order to plot a plausible change of fourth-order implication might increase or decrease an
events. Utilizing some means to connect the cards implication of a third or a second order impact event.
(e.g., pipecleaness, string, etc.), show the network of The entire process is repeated for each strong actor.
interrelationships. Initially, concentrate on the "strong
If the writer uses the impact network technique,
impact" events, but consider the interaclion of all the
keep in mind a number of potential pitfalls. First, given
identified trends and events. A guiding theme is, "If the complexity of the resulting network, it is difficult to
this happens, then what will probably occur, thus write alternative scenarios that clearly and concisely
leading to what other developments?" Some events, of describe the pivotal events, intricate relationships, and
course, would increase the likelihood that one set of transition process. Second, each scenario can be so
trends and events would occur while, at the same time, idiosyncratic that it is difficult to develop strategic
decreasing the chances that a different set would occur. options that transcend individual scenarios. Overall,
After one chain of events is consmicted, record the this approach is highly dependent upon the writer's
results on paper and repeat the grouping process until creative and analytical abilities and requires careful
several possible chains of events have been developed execution to be effective.
and recorded.
The third alternative to writing scenarios is
Also highly visually oriented, the second ap- helpful in creating a range of alternative futures. First,
proach utilizes the impact network technique to iden- develop a "most likely" future from the trend and event
tify the potential impacts of key events on other events forecasts calculated in the initial planning sessions.
and trends and to describe how a particular alternative The writer can produce variations of the "most likely'
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theme by using the cumulative probabilities and relationskps specified in thc cross-impact analysis. For
example, specify an "unsettled" world as one where
events are assumed to occur in the year in which their
probability reaches the 60 percent level, a "turbulent"
world where the level is 30 percent, a "chaotic" world
when the level is 10 percent.

ate decision factor. If a factor of demographic changes

in the adult population was selected, specific rends
related to migration patterns of retired people, educational attainment of adults, and so on, would be identified for incorporation into the scenario. At this point,
the impact network technique could be used to graphically display the way the scenario unfolds.

The final approach to generating scenarios is
pardcularly effective if senior leaders wish to examine

The number of critical issues and decisions
Cie implications of alternative futures on issues or identified determines the number of scenarios to be
decisions considered significant to the organization's
funae. First, identify the issues and decisions that the
organization needs to examine. Then select the key
decision factors that would affect each issue or deci-

developed. Hypothetically, a single scenario could be
generated for each issue and decision, resulting in an
unmanageable number of scenarios to analyze. How-

ever, the number of scenarios can be reduced to a

sion. For example, if the question to be decided is manageable numbe:_ by either (a) limiting the number
whether to increase the proportion of the organization's of issues and decisions from which scenarios are gen-

budget allocated to continuing professional develop- erated to the four or five most important ones, or (b)

ment, then a factor that may be considered in the clustering issues and decisions into issue/decision
scenario might be technological change requiring pro- groups that are affected by similar key decision factors
and therefore by the same set of trends and events.
fessional training.

Having selected the key decision factors, the

Scenario writing is not an exercise in prophecy,

next step is to identify the critical forces in the environment that affect them. These forces are represented by
the list of critical trends and events the planning team
developed earlier. The essential task at this point is to
match identified trends and events with their appropri-

but it is an attempt to envision a number of plausihle
alternative futures that, if they occurred, would require
the organization to respond. Their purpose is to assist
the planning team in developing strategic options for
dealing with each alternative.

SECTION 3: MERGING INTERNAL
WITH EXTERNAL ANALYSIS
As noted earlier, the purpose of developing institutional forces, natural processes, and unknowable
alternative futures is analytical: what are the implica- chance events.
tions of these alternatives for the organization? SpeForecasts should be exami ned using the followcifically, how may they be used to formulate strategic
ing criteria (Boucher and Morrison, 1989):
options and long-range plans? How may they be used
to assess the impact of the strategic options on the
1. Clarity. Are the object of the forecast and the
forecast itself intelligible? Is it clear enough for pracorganization's strengths and weaknesses?
tical purposes?

First, carefully review all of the scenarios,

2. Intrinsic credibility. To what extent do the
looking for threats and opportunities and for actions
that might be taken to avoid the one and capture the results "make sense" to planners? Do the results have
other. Of course, nothing in the scenarios should be "face validity"? To what extent are the basic forecasts
viewed as a prediction of a future state of affairs. There mutually consistent?

is no single future "out there," waiting crly to be
3. Plausibility. To what extent arc the results
discovered by a gifted analyst. Rather, there are an consistent with what the user knows about the world
infmite number of possible alternative futures, each a outside of the scenario and how this world really works
possible result of interactions among human choice, or may work in the future?
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Apart from transitions, background explana4. Policy relevance. If the forecasts are believed to be valid, to what extent will they affect the tions, and occasional details used to create the readabilsuccessful achievement of the organization's mission? ity of the "most likely" scenario, every sentence will be
germme to the future of the organization. Accordingly
5. Urgency. To what extent do the forecasts
it need; to be scrubbed. It is important to identify and
indicate that, if action is required, time must be spent
elimiwite any parts of the scenario judged to be irrelcfairly quickly to develop and implement the necessary
vat. A primary objective of this exercise is to polish
changes?

the long-range plan sc .hat it covers the core vt of

6. Comparative Mk antage. To what extent do
the results provide a bctter foundation now for investigating policy options than other sources available todayto the user? To what extent do they provide a better
foundation now for future efforts in forecasting and
policy planning?
7. Technical Quality. Was the process that

produced the forecasts technically sound?

These criteria should be viewed as filters. To
reject a forecast requires making an argument which
shows that the item(s) in question cannot pass through
all or most of these filters. A "good" forecast is one that

survives such an assault; a "bad" forecast is one that
does not.

It is likely that some forecasts will generate

environmental issues worth serious attention now or in

the foreseeable future. For this reason, the planning
team should have available forecasts of the same devel-

opments from other sourcesinternal studies, purchased services, and published ;reports. If the forecasts
differ from source to source, decide which of them is
more acceptable for now, and incorporate them in the
plan. Rejected items should be set aside for later
reference as a check on the adequazy of this screening.
The environmental planning assumptions should then
be revised in light of the scrubbed version, and can now
be viewed as a high-level summary of this guidance.
By the same token, all alternative scenarios should be
scrubbed for plausibility. Does it seem reasonable that
the future could materialize as projected in any of the
alternative scenarios?

objections, primarily because they will cover familiar
In light of the environmental planning assumpground and inevitably leave some considerations out of tions, planning team members should review the list of
performance indicators in each functional area and
account. Here one may expect to hear:
quickly make two judgmental forecasts of each, the
"Of course! What else is new?"
first (actual or exploratory) describing the behavior of
"How stupid! These analysts are wildly optimistic the indicators in the plan (specifying the time frame,
(or pessimistic or naive or . . .)"
e.g., fifteen years, thirty years, etc.), and the second
(desire or normative) showing how the organization
"How can the results be credible if such an obvious

trend, event, cause, or consequence, was overlooked?"

would prefer the indicators to behave. This may be
accomplished by making a graph for each individual
indicator, with time on the "x" axis and index values on

It is important to rtcognize that forecasts are the "y" axis. Let the desire, or normative, level for
"today" equal 100. The actual level for today may be

transitory and need constant stlustment if they art to be
helpful in guiding thought and action. Therefore, such
objections, far from undercutting the result's, are in the
spirit of advanced strategic forecasting and planning.

The response is simple: If something important is
missing, add it If something unimportant is included,
strike it. If something important is included but the
forecast seems r t sious, or the forecast seems highly
counterintuitive, probe the underlying logic. If the
results survive, use them. If not, fix them.

equal to, or higher or lower than, the desired level. For

the next time period, make two forecasts: the actual
level and the desired level. Remember all forecasts
(both actual and desired) are made in terms of "today ' s"
desired level. For objective indicators (i.e., trends with

a clear numeric measure) the actual indicator levels
may be used. In these cases the trend win be anchored
with historical data showing the trend line in past years
and respondents will be asked to give the desired and
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actual levels for "today" and the future years. For

The adequacy of the explonitory forecasts of

subjective indicators (i.e., trends without a clear meas- the performance indicators should be checked by rigor-

ure) forecasting is more complex.

For subjective ous examination. Revise forecasts as necessary, and
indicators, set today's desired trend level at 100. Then keep track of the environmental factors in the scenario
request respondents to give the historical perspective that produced specific changes, plus or minus, in these
today as well as a forecast for a future time period.
forecasts.

SECTION 4: DEVELOPING LONG-RANGE PLANS
Once you have "scrubbed" the "most likely" tional areas. In this way, you can link the alternative
and alternative futures, you are ready to assist the senior futures approach directly to conventirsnal forms of
leader of your organization to derive polic y options that analysis, in which selected policies are evaluated in the

form the basis for long-range plans. In essence, you light of institutional missions, objectives, resources,
will assess the implications from a systematic and capabilities, ongoing programs, and current strategies.
comprehensive external analysis for updating the internal analysis described earlier in this handbook.
In addition, evaluate each option against a set of
criteria that provides a first-cut estimate of the policy's

worth. Such criteria might include considerations of
the dol lar cost of implementation, availability of needed

skills, availability of needed procedures or other arrangements, "time to payoff' estimates on each af-

The long-range strategic planning process is an
iterative one. The team must regard forecasts of trends,
events, and performance indicators as drafts, and keep
its intelligence (scanning) function operating to identify signals that will affect these forecasts. The environmental scanning system described in Appendix C
will assist the planning team in doing this.

fected performance indicator, magnitude of payoff, the

One final point needs to be made in closing this

list of strengths and weaknesses of the organization
identified earlier, and a comparison and analysis of
those long-range plans being developed in other organizations. The result of this exercise would be a
rank-ordered set of policy options. Next, ask partici-

section. As indicated in tax earlier discussion of the
alternative futures approach to a planning model, the
internal and external analyses can be merged without
conducting cross-impact analyses or writing alternative scenarios by conducting the analysis of forecasted

pants to take each policy option in order and derive the trends and events on rrformancc indicators. The
plans necessary to implement that policy. This in- results of this analysis may then be used to revisit the
cludes assigning managerial and budgetary responsi- analysis of mission, goals, objectives in o, ....1 to derive
bility for implementing the policies within the context updated goals, objectives, and strategies in the same
of how well those optior reflect planning for func- fashion as described in the earlier part of this section.

1

1

1
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A FINAL Nom
The objective of the akemative futures ap- stimulate the development of viable, creative, and
proach to planning is to facilitate better decision- robust strategic options that can be incorporated into

1

I

making, particularly in making decisions affecting the
long-range future of institutions of higher education.
Given that we live in an age where our concept of the
overall mission and delivuy of higher education has
undergcne substantial revision, we know that we will
be faced with a ftiture that will be unlike the past. The
alternative futures approach to planning is a model for
managing this uncertaintyidentifying issues/concerns
based upon experience and upon environmental scan-

ning; structuring issues in the form of trends and
events; forecasting the "most likely" future of the
trends and events; assessing the interrelationships of
trends, events, and performance indicators; and producing alternative scenarios of plausible fumes that

long-range plans. This approach differs from a traditional long-range planning approach based upon a
single set of environmental assumptions about the

future in recognizing that, although the future is a
continued= of existing trends, it is subject to modification by events that have some probability of occurrence. Indeed, environmental uncertainty is caused by
potential events. We cannot pretEct the future because
uncertainty is a product of our incomplete understanding of mods, potential events and their interrelation.:
ships. However, by using the best available information we have, we can anticipate plausible alternative
futures and thereby limit the number of unanticipated
postibilities to the smallest poatible set.

,
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APPENDIX A

GROUP FACILITATOR'S GUIDE

A:1

A-2
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GROUP FACILITATOR'S GUIDE

Au a facilitator, you are respon-

sible both for the man and for
the content. What ddlls do you
need to be an effective facilitator?

SE Raft Fora
Please indica where you rase your OWO abilities as of now by circling one of the
ambers on the radag scales below.
I.

First, you need to reinforce your

You need to understand the group.

weak
2.

1

1

because they am decision-maims.
Perceivers in your group are open,

spontaneous, flecak, and per-

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

6

1

2

1

6

1

2

i

a

2

1

1

2

6

1

li

6

z

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

6

1

6

Ability to give specific rather tban general feedback.

1

1

1

1

Ability to conumndcase non-verbally.

1

1

1

Ability to communicate trust.

1

a

Ability.
so chwify.

1

i

i

1

1

6
1

6

2

Rpm A4: COMMUNICATION SKILLS

picture" people me global impli-

"sensor in your group am the
with each other because they have
pow who like the detailed inipe type of thinldng. The "big

1

Ability to identify sod reline to others' feelings.

cadons for anything and everyhaps never come to a decision;
thing. Season and Mg picture
they drive the judges nuts. The
adults sometimes have oiffictity
fornation and the cookbook rec-

Stfalj

Ability to give nonjudgmental feedbsck.

1

facts and jun* to conclusions

2
VOly

Ability to express feelings.

means that they are trying new

tion, rocess it, and maybe about
10 or 15 minutes later cane out
with sotmdjudgments. Theludgen" in your group will hear bw

1
quite
suong

Ability so penpinse socurasely.

1

your group will take the informa-

i moduli*
Moog

Figure A-2 clPnifies adult learnindkating the
ing charactr
prefesences adults have as learners. Extroverts Ube to think as
they go. They make decisions as
others discuss; they will =sandy
come up with ideas, but it doesn't
mean that's their final decision. It

ideas, whew the interacts in

hir

ii

current skill in coonamicatioa
Complete the handout in Figure
A-1, a self-rating faun. This is for
you alone, not to share with anyone else, but to help you identify
where you think you are in your
level of communication skills.

Ability to liWn

As you conduct group planning
oxercise4, you need to associate
each task with data inkrmadon
experiences that group members
have previously had. Otheswise
they will be so fatigued that

a different way of perceiving inwill go into overload.
formadon.
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A-3

dons quickly. Again, keep an open overcome this barrier by paraphrastator needs is how to listen. Lis- mind. A number of listening strate- ing, summarizing, and organizing
tening is probably the most under- gies are interactive. Ask ques- material. Another barrier is the
developed skill that we have. What tions. Clarify information. Focus presentation of irrelevant or excessive data. Here we must select
are some of the stratnies we can on key words and main points.

One of the basic skills each facili-

have as listeners? Maintain eye
contact. If you are uncomfortable
looking into a person's eyes, look

relevant information around maIt is important to summarize peri- jor issues. Such emotional macodically while your group is proc- dons as prejudices and biases can

at a point on their forehead just essing because it will help them to be overcome by reflection and
above their eyes. It makes the focus on what they achieve and monitoring. Distractions, by the

person feel as though you me what they need to continue doing speaker or by others, can be overpaying attention to them. Do not in their task. When you state the
stare too long as in our culture this objectives of any task, make sure
will also make the person feel that you are very clear and conuncomfortable. Keep an open cise, and understood by everybody.
minddo not be quick to judge. In addition, focus on key words
Listen between the lines (we can and main points, on what the perthink four times as quickly as we son intends to say, not necessarily
can talk). Paraphrase and summa- the words.
rize back to the person what they
said. Each of us has biases. Stop There are a number of barriers to
talking and start listening. Do not listening. Our thinking rate is faster
draw conclusions or make assump- than our speaking rate. We can

come by concentration on content
and issues. Figure A-3 contains a

number of useful strategies for
listening to others.

An important aspect of .earning

from a group is the process of
feedback. Feedback is giving back

information to an individual or
individuals that could be useful to
them. Such information can pertain to their behavior or their ideas.

EXTROVERT

INTROVERT

sociability/action
jumps into acdvities before thinking through

prefers reflection
AMMO of long periods of reflection/pirating before acting
seeks meaning of enjoin, relationships, principles
wants more time to work alone or in small groups
needs warning before change, time to integrate

mien experience first
opportunity for discussion with others

exPedence/sodon beim column/theories
mica makina oral presentation
may become overly involved, over-extended
may avoid long hours of concentrated and
uninterrupted study

JUDGING

PERCEMNG

snivel easily/quickly a decision
looks for enough data to draw conclusions
prefers vfflik thm's clearly scheduled
hiss to know what's expected
may case data pthering SOO soon
wants to know what will be held accountable

may have difficulty making decision
favors flexibility, spontaneity and excitement of something ncw
needs flexibility sad freedom
schedules are mend to be changed
often seen as procrainnating

Flpre A-2: ADULT LEARNING CHARACTERISTICS
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It should be descriptive, specific,
well timed, and posidve. Figure
A-4 contains a number of criteria

forprwngusettd feedbeck. One
of the ways that you can give feed-

LISTENING TO OTHERS
1.

STOP TALKING you can't listen while you are talking.

2. EMPATHIZEIVITH OTHER PEOPLEory to put yourself in thcir place No that
you can see what they am tying so get at.

back is to restate in your words
what you think the speaker said to
find if you understood what he or

she had to say. Another is to
summarize. This is really impor-

3.

you womb show thm you am listening. But don't ask questions that wiN
embarrass anrme or *ow him or her up.

4. DON'T GIVE UP 7 12 0 SOONdon't intarupt; give the other perion time to say
whet he or she haa to say.

tant for you as a facilitator because

group participants may feel that
they are in overload because they

ASK QUESTIONSwhen you don't tmdentand, when you can't follow, thee

5.

CONCENTRA771 ON WHAT THE OMER PERSON IS SAYINGactivdy
focus your attention on hhet words, ideas, mid mtitude towwd the subject.

are dealing with so much data.
Your responsibility as a facilitator
is to move the group forward, not
only just to process the information but to lead them toward the
goals of specific tasks.

6. LOOK AT THE OTHER PERSONface, mouth, eyes, hands, will all help communicate with you. ildshelps you emicestrme mo. And it makes the oher penon
feel that you ate Ilseening.
7.

SMILE AND GRU N T APPIWPRIATELYbut don't overdo it.

& LEAVE YOUR EM077ONS WEND (if you csm)try to push your worries,
your hurs, your problems, outside the amble= room. They may prevent you
from listening effectively.

What are the criteria for asking or

for giving questions? Ask one
question at a time. make sure that
it is simple and not overloaded and

9. CONMOLYOUR ANGERtrypato getangry at what is being said; your anger

that you are not asking multiple
questions within the same ques-

10

tion. Ask open-ended questions hi
order for getup members to give a
response that they can then ana-

GETRID OPDISTPACNONSputdowa say men or pencils you have in your
ham* they may detract your aileati00.

11.

GETTHE MARIPOINTSconcentram on the main ideas and not the illustrative

may plevitat you from undenamding the other person.

material; combs, stories, and statistics are important, but usually we not the
main poem Examine them ()My so see if they prove, support, or defies the main
ideas.

lyze and that will result in ideas
being ccairthuted. Rather than
ask, why dkl you do this, ask what

are the implications for X? Ask
questions that will not lead to a yes
or no answer. To give everyone an

opportunity to participate, direct a
question to a shy person if you feel
that person would respond well to
the question. Move over to a person who has not contributed when

12.

SHARE RESPONSIBILHY FOR COMMUNICATIONonly part of the responribllity rests with the sporker; you as the Hamer have an imporuutt pan. Try to
tmdersumd, and if you don't, question the other pigeon.

13. REACT TO IDEAS, NOT TO THE PERSONdon't let your cacti= to other
people inflow I your iltepallai0110( wba they say. Their ideas may be good
even if you dc
them, or the way they look.

.l

14. DON'T ARGUE MINTALLYwhen you sra try* to understand other people,
it is a hodicap to argue with them ammtally as they are speaking. This sem up
a bonier between yen sad the speaken.

you are asking questions. That
might encourage him or her to

11 USE THEDIFFERENCE IN RATEyon csu hates faster than a pms,a can talk,

speak up. If a person's response to
a question iscompletely off target,

so use the rue &thane ID yow whams. by trying so stay on the right track,
anticipating what will be said, Writing back over what was said, etc. Note:

your response might be to say

speaking rase ts about 100 so 150 words per minute; thinking rate is 250 to 500
worth per minme.

"That's very interesting, however,

USING FUTURES RESEARCH IN COLLEGE A.411D UNIVERSITY PLANNING
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we are looking for. . ." Or, That
16. liSTEN FOR WHAT IS NOT SAIDeomehmes you can ban just u much by could be an intertsting point, does
deermining what the other person leaves out or avoids as you can by limning to anybody have a different perspectiver The principle is to trust the
what is said.
7,71up; allow them to run their own
17 . LISTEN TO HOW SOMETHING IS SAIDwe frequently cosmentrme so bud ot
what is said that we miss the importance oldie anodonel ran:does said anitudas

relsted to whet is said. The speaker's aukudes and motioned maim may be
more important the what is said in so many words.
18. DON'T ANTAGONIZE THE SPEAKERyou may cause tbe other person to
conceal ideas, emotions, attitudes by antagonizing him or her in any of a number
of ways: arguing, criticizing, taking notes, not taking now miring questions, not
asking questions, e4c. Try to judge aml be aware of doe efkct you are having on
the other person. Adapt to to that person.

--up with you facilitating, being
the catalyst and encouraging their
leadership to go forward.
As a facilitator, you must be aware
that we sometimes discount or "put

other people down" without real-

izing what we are doing. What

happens when you discount? You
not only turn that person off, but
you may turn off the other mem19. LISTEN FOR HIS OR HER PERSONAIITYone of the best ways of learning
bers of the group, thereby limiting
about people is to Wee )3 them talk: as they wk. you con begin to find out What
Fig= A-5
they like and dislike, what their modvatious am, or what their alue won is. their participation.
contains a number of "discounts"
20. AVOID ?WING ASSUMPTIONSthey can get you into trouble when trying that inhibit rather than facilitate
to understood other people. Don't assume thin they we muds the same way you moving a group forward.
do; that they are avoid* looldng you in the eye bemuse they may be telling a
that they are trying to embalms you by looking you in the eye: that they are You must also observe the body
distorting the truth because wha they my damn% agree with what you thiok; thet
they we lying became they hr huospreted the facts differently dun you have;
that they are unethical because they am trying to win you ova to their point of
vim; the they me angry because they are enthusiastic in presenting drle views.
Assumptions like these may turn out to be true; &bit more amp they make under-

standing, agreanau, or compromise more difficult.

language of group participants,
their expressions, their movcments, if they need a break, or if
they are dominated by one person.

Listen to the silence; listen between the lines. Listen for what
people ate not saying u well as

'w, but hewing. Too
21. AVOID CLASSIFYING THE SPEAKERit by 1
everrhing be ads
dmsify a person as a type and then a,
frequently
says into whet mak= mese corning from that type of person. Say thet the person is a Republisen. Therefore, =perceptions of whet he or she mys or means
are all shaded by whether we like or dislike Republicens. At times, it helps us to
undersamd people if we know their politics, their religious beliefs, or their jobs,
but people are unpredictable nod rarely fit classifications perfectly.

what's being said. Use silence. If
you can be comfortable with si-

22. AVOID HASTY JUDGMENTSwait mil all facts are in before making any

Before your group session, it is
advisable to plan multiple questions to lead the group forward.
Periodically clarify and restate

judEments
23. RECOGNIZE YOUROWN PREJUDICEtry to be aware of your own feeling
toward the speaker, the subject, or the occasionsnd allow for thesepreindgments.

lence, the group may be doing
important thinking, and they need
to "go inside" to process it. Do not
allow your anxiety to force you to
speak.

questions, acknowledge disagree24. IDENTIFY TYPE OR REASONINGfrequeody it is difficult to sort out good ment, encourage further thought
and faulty reasoning when you ere limning. Nevertheless, it is so invonant that on the topic. These strategies can
listeners should make evesy effort to spot faulty reasoning wheel they hear it.
move the discussion forward to25. EVALUATE FACTS AND EVIDENCEas you listen, try to identify not only the

sipificance of the Wm and evidence, but also their relationship to the argument.

ward the outcomes you want to
achieve. If somebody asks a ques-

tion in a large group, you Liould
rephrase the question or repeat the

question to ensure that the other
members of the group hear the

Figure A-3: LISTENING TG OTHERS

1

3
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question. If they don 't hear the
"Feedback" is a way of helping people to consider changing their behavior.
It is communication to a person or a group which gives them infotmation
about how they affect others. As in a guided missile system, feedback helps
individuals so keep their behavior on target, thus enabling them Lo achieve
their goals. It is a corrective mechanian for the individual who seam to learn

how well his or her behavior matches the intentions, and it is a means for
establishing and clarifying one's identity, for answering "Who an I?"
1.

2.

It is descriptive rather than evalustive. Describing one's own reaction
to behavior leaves the individual free to use the infOrmation or to use
it as he or she sees fit Avoiding evaluative language reduces the need
for the individual to react defensively.

It is specific rather than generaL To be told that one is "dominating"
will probably not be as useful as to be told that, "Just now when we
WIC deciding the issue, you did not listen to what others said, and I felt

forced to accept your arguments or face atack from you."

questions because of conversations

going on around the room, they
will just simply back out.

How are you going to deal with
different types of behavior? The
talkative, the shy, the disinterested,

the person who attempts to dominate, the one who has his or her
own agenda? Or, what will you do

when the discussion absolutely
drops or 1-7mmes sidetracked or
people decide to have their own
private conversations?

Suppose that a participant wants
to quibble over trivial details and
apparently loves to "get the other
fellow's goat." First, do not lose
your head, or allow others to do so.

3.

4.

It takes into account the needs ofboth the receiver and giver. Feedback

Question the individual to draw

can be destnicdve when it serves only one's own needs and fails to
consider the needs of the person on the receiving end.

him or her out; then turn him or her

It is directed toward behavior which the receiver can do something to
change. Frustration is only increased when a person is reminded of

KM shortcoming over which he or she has no control.
5.

6.

7.

For talkative individuals who take
much more than their share of "air
time," interrupt and ask others to

It is somdted by the receiver, rather than imposed by the observer.
Feedback is most useful when the receiver formulates the kind of behaviors ti.; be observed, and questions to be answered. Thus, the

comment. Make it difficult for

individual obtains desited Informadon about behaviors and their
impact

when you ask questions; deliberately turn to other prticipants for

It is well-timed. In general, feedback is most useful at the earliest
opportunity alter the given behavior occurs (depending, of course, on
the person's readiness to hear it, support available from others, etc.)
It is ducked to haure clear communication. One way of doing this is
to have the receiver try to rephrase the feedback to see if it corresponds

to what the sender had in mind.
8.

over to the group. Prevent group
members from getting personal;
get the opinion of the majority.

When kt

Ads given in a training group, both giver and receiver

have the opportunity to check with others in the group to assess the ac-

curacy of the feedback.

Is this one person's impression, or an

impression shored by others?

them to get the floor, fail to recog-

nize them. Don't look at them
opinions. Establish a rule of the
length of time for comments.
For shy participants, call on them
by name for opinions, making sure
that your initial questions are relatively "easy." Ask advice pertaining to sotne featute of the session;

bring up aubjects in which you
know they are interested and have
expertise.

Disinterested participants renuire
direct questions. Ask their advice
about the session, or the topic for
the session. Quote statements they
have made outside of the session.

Figure A-4: CRITERIA FOR USEFUL FEEDBACK
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"Yes, but..."
"No, that won't work."
2.
"I don't like that idea."
3.
'Really?" (when the tone implies doubt)
4.
Cutting someone off.
5.
Walking away in the middle of a conversation/being dismissed
"I have no faith in that idea/conclusion."
.
Being ignored.
8.
Lack of further inquiry.
9.
10. "Will it sell?" or "It's not profitable; it won't sell."
11. "That's stupid" or a variety of other terms saying the same
1.

1
1
1

thing.
12. "I would expect more df you" or "You can do better"
13. "You should have known better."
14. "I trust this is leading somewhere?" or "Does this apply to
something?"
15. Smirking (facial)
16.

1

"Why are you asking this?" (The tone of the "why" implies
doubt, not curiosity.)

A-7

If the discussion becomes sidetracited, summarize the relevant
discussion. Restate the problem.
Question the group as to what this
discussion has to do with the issue
under consideration. Head off the

rambler by securing a statement
from level-beaded thinkers. Ask
the group to postpone side issues
until the topic under discussion is
completed.
If two or more participants have a
side discussion, direct a question
to one of the participants. Or you
can stop and call the attention of
the group to the side discussion.

Figure A-6 contains a number of
strategies on facilitating discussions. Good luck!

Figure AsS: FREQUENTLY EXPERIENCED DISCOUNTS

1
1.

Observe tbe body language of the puticipants; thek mtpressions; their movements; the extent of involvement in the
discussion by as many participants as possible in the group.

2.

Require a buis in fact and information to Accompany statemests.

3.

Encourage Impressions of feelings and attitudes, but establish pawns of supporting ideas with data.

4.

Periodically pause and ask for clarifications of definitions end assumptions.

1

5.

After clearly estallarhing the theory, seek out examples from the participants' experiences that would affirm or dcny the
r discussion.
issue:

1

6.

Actively preserve order by encouraging low puticiputs to respond and requesting discussion hoarders to wait until
others have had an oppommity week before they mount (spin).

1

7.

Check out masons why *me participants may be avoiding responding and others may be playing out power needs.

8.

Be cognizant of the nuns and types of leadership and remsin impartial as members of the group vie for control

9.

Ligon carefully and respect all views.

10.

Oubla the discuuion by following an outline or plan, periodically clarifying and reaming, asking questions that move
the discussion forward and ending by stressing Meagre:um acknowledging thedissgreemem, and encouraging further

1

1

1
1

thoulht on the SoFic.

1

Figure A4: STRATEGIES ON FACILITATING DISCUSSIONS
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Southwest State University
ED QUEST Affirmative Action Project
Evaluation of Vends
la this micas you me to beam the level dead wad ad swims Ihe logo dim wend on SWSU's affimative adios
program deraid the seed morialine as you predict. In forecodagilieievelattheamd, tome thetthe present level is 100.
Thom Mina he most liksly level al die end flve yaws km sow and Ns yews boom aow. Agars level can inclose,
drams or nasim sable hon ase point to she next.
After colardeg 6e level dike trod, indicate how import yea hel this mad may be to the affinnoive action program
For the papas of Ns ozvey, the focus daffinestive actin it oa SWINTseemeimmatadessetion ofwomen and minor*

facuky, smff. ad students. 'banality' is admed as Weals AdearPacific Mak" Mob, Illepanics and Native
Americas. Recognizing that a vend may vary in its effect on warm or misorldes sed flaky, soft or studtam, provide a
single miser of the Imam impact tithe trend on say component of alfinestive action. Use a wale of 0 to 10 when 40'
means dm
aesd should have no significant impact on affirmative action, sad Tr seas that this tread would have the
Lights posible impact on SWSSU's ankmadve action program.
Moo quickly through dm survey. Do not Igor over any single anew. Your first impression is likely to be your best. If you
have no knowledge or opinon on a hum, you may leave k blank.

The font imn hos bees plied in as a ample =pow. The toponast's foram dike five yew tterelevd sf the permit of
sues with um elected worn governor predicts sn imam at 7S% own the cone level. The Ns yaw trend level predicts
a drop from the five yot level but is mil 10% higher than the meat level of 100. The responder& considers that this trend
will have a moderate impact on Iffirmadve odes at Southwest Stem Wonky.

TREND STATEMENTS:

5Yr

SMOKE TREND
The pemEdage of states with an sleeted woman governor.

120

10yr

Ilin Pact

110

5

Moil
I. Percent of U.S. population over age 65.
2.

--

Patent ofU.S. Mil* waft gado* &pees bi
oginessig and bathos olio are women.

3.

Pease OWL Iskals waft gleam degrees in
allisseill and beim who so miseides.

4. Amid U.S. Woo reloads' tale from frombelt to

1

slab&

5.

Prow atjobs in the U.S. which minks a bachelor's
aillme

6.

Paseo el U.S. adames wi6 graders degrees choosing

_.

johe onside cl lighor education.
7.

Paseo altU.S. women with graduate degrees choosing
jobs amide of higher edecadon.

.-..
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5yr

TREND STATEMENTS:
8.

.

10yr
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Impact

Compmilimess of U.S. Wanes in higher educadon with
ober employment opporumities.
Pero= of workers in the U.S. condnuing to work

.

Plia sle 61
10. U.S. minor* birthrate.
11. U.S. non-Hispoic White Whom°.
12. Rate of =employment in the U.S..
13. Empbyment positions in the U.S. requiring computer
literacy.

_

14. Parc= of =amity high echool grads in the U.S. who are
computer Mamie.
..

.

15. Petosot of Wry level jobs in the U.S. requiring a epodebed college edecation rather then a liberal arts education.
16. Investment of business mod hickory in college-level, in-

ks= inkling pops= in the U.S..
17. ime at which the cost of higher education increased in the
U.S..
18. Extent to which computer literacy is required for graduation from higher edocalkon instintions in the U.S..
19. Level of federal support of student financial aid.

20. Level of U.S. business and industry support of student
finencial aid .
21. Level of federal funding ri bilingual education.
22. Availability of bilingtml teachers in the U.S.

23. Availability of minority faculty in the U.S.
24. Availability of women faculty ko the U.S.
,

25. U.S. hourly minimum wage mee.

1

26. The pawn of =nark= in soperviecry positions in
business and toiletry in the U.S..

27. Thermoset of women in swervisory mations in

beim and %dung in the U.S.
28. Percent of women over age 25 entering college.

2 9. Peroset of mkklie =Deponent positior 'Unlimited in
U.S. businesses.

1
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TREND STATEMENTS:

10yr

5yr

20
30. Mean acme kr tell-dase minority waken.

31. labs incase thr had= mem workers.
32. Number at legal subs in dm stme dentin thscrimfastay
pandas@ in hirimg mid promotion.

33. Paces al misodty am in the MN meting the walk
throe aim thee comialmg that education.
34. Percemt of women he the mete ia the workforce.

35. Lan of onedintioa beta= public schools awl
posmacomdmy inuations to improve mine* student
achievement.

36. Penult tf/ minor* high school grads not meeting the

admission requirmems for the iste's toivaides.
37. Penn* of minority elememarythigh whoa teachers.

38. Pram at mimority edam who receive asocial aid for
poststandety educative.
39. The legitheame's support for =Mg the stenthads of
New education.

441 lerm=ire't

noon far minority noes to higher

41. Pecan imam in the ma's finscial support of public
higher edeadom.
42. Amiability of mintatime for ammegement positions at all
levels la the mates adversities.
43. Mailsbility of women for emmeggintat positions at all
levels im the states universities.

44. PCONS name in am jobs created in the mate.
-a

hilinidtaiillaft
43. Pens= claim* kigh school pads is Metrocky
Commty Main the =lbw service.
46. Pecan al tuallable Jobs in Mairocity Comity that we

ankillsil pukka.
47. A

et ebildare a a boa a places of work in

48. Min* beeesholde livins below povaty level in

Wm* Casty.

4

9

Impact
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5yr

TREND STATEMENTS:

10yr

Impact

49. Womai-lead-of-households living below poverty level in
MetrocityCoonty.

50. Mond inflation mts in MenocityCounty.
51. Medial reside value of homes in Mewocity County.

52. Paces* of minority high school pads in Metrocity
County carolling hi comma* colleges.

^

53. Perceet el minority high school pads in Metrocity
Coady carolling in a este adversity.
_

54. haw ot shmewary schools in Meaocity County with
over one-dikd el the anullmeat composed of minority
youth.

1

I
1

I

I
1

1
1

I
1
1

1

1

gn

NMI
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EVENTS
In this section you are to make a judgment about the probability of each event occurring five years from now and ten years
from now. Use any number between 0 to 100 where 'CY means there is no liceilhood of the event occurring, snd '1 on'
moans that the event is certain to occur.

After estimating the pmbebility of the went occurring, indicate what import you feel this event may have on SWSU's
affirmalko actbn pmgmm. Use a sale dO 10 where '0' means that this went should have no significant impact on
affirmative WIN and '10' means that this event would have the highest poseble impact, either positive or negative, on
affirmatin action.
Some events cen occur st any time ba other events can not occur until some given time in the future. For instance
a natural disaster Ms the poienlial lor occurring at any time but a change in some Mated rabbis can occur only once
every bur years. In the column labeled '1st YR', ellims10 the nada, of yews gglillagiudflitjuggyaugadyr
h the OM example given below, the respondent Winnow the prebetaby el an aocideM albs Palo Verde nudew plant
durirw the nerd five years at54 The pro:bet:1k of the event occuning in the next tsn yaws la estimated at 10%. II this
event mourn, the respondent believes that the knpact on ASU's affirmative action will be low. The first year this wont
becomes poseble to occur is estimated et V indicating that the event could occur any time in the future.
In the second example given below, the probebility that the U.S. wit abet a minority pmeident during the next five years

is Wanted m 10%. The probablity d the event occurring 'nth* nem ten yews is estimated 6125% lfthis went Wan,
the impact on SWSU's affirmative action will be high, but the went has no possibility al occuring until lour years from now.

EVENT STATEMENTS

5yr

10yr

Impact
2

SAMPLE EVENT
A molar amident Gomm at the Palo Verde nudes/

5

10

SAME EVENT
The U.S. OM a Minority maids,*

10

25

1.

The SINS passes legislation maling English the official

2.

A major depession occurs.

.

4.

The U.S. experiences another significant stock
market cash.

Home comport-based interactive complication is
widely used in the county for mining and education.

.

The gale's ekerentErtecondary public schools adopt
a 48 week school prir.
(1988: 35 weeks)

.

A odor atrocity *grata firm estattithes its own
accredhed baccaleureatevanting engineering program
for ha employeeL

7.

Large prime corporations embtish /mann student

&mid rid wimps with follow-on employment ob8.

.

The am legislature panes legidation tying funding
homes in education to oducaticad outcomes.
A behind budget amendment s3 the U.S. comthution
is poised.

51

1st yr
0
4
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5yr

EVENT STATEMENTS:
10.

An effective morning-after birth control pill is available
to teenage girls.

10yr

Impact 1st yr

_

11. U.S. migration patterns shift away from sun-belt cities.
12.

The retirement age for Social Security benefits is raised
to Me 70.

13.

A medicadon is developed that can increase memory
recall.

14.

The fedmal government requires that students achieve
minimum academic standards in high school to be
eligible for fedwal financial aid in college.

15.

The elate board of regents hires a Hispanic president for
one the state's universities.

a

16. Menecity Congo Community College District develops

a Bachelor of Technology program.
17.

Gang activity in Meuecity rises to the. 1988 level in Los
Angeles.

18.

Penalties for drug trafficking are made more severe.

19.

_

The federal government legislates a two-year compulsory oervice for youths between age 18 and 24, with
options such as military service, VISTA, and the Peace
Corps.

--

20. The U.S. significantly raises annual immigration quotas.

21. The state legislatme provides adequate financial support
for SWSU n3 become a Resewch I institution.

--

72. A major fimndal collapse canes Brazil or Mexico to
default on loans to U.S. hanks.

23. Federal legislation is passed which legalizes recreational
drugs.
24. Another communist regime takes power in Central

Amarica
25. A fossil fuoi CgiiiS of at k!111 1973-74 proportions hits
the U.S.
26. A rapid transit system is built in Metrocity covering at
least a 25 mile radius.

27. A major drought occurs impacting the Mud River
watershed.
21. A !sitar eastliquske (+73 Richter Scale) occurs in

Califonda

52

-
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EVENT STATEMENTS:

5yr

10yr

i

Impact 1st yr

29. Starting teacher salaries ere coagulable with Wanes in

bushes and Weary.
30. The Me bard of regales adopts a chancellor system of

'overnice.
31. congress revokes the education benefits for veterans.

3/ AD son-milbary federal 'oversaw student &mid aid
hods me cut by at kat 50%.
33. U.S. income tex laws we wised m allow imbed

deduction far the cow of a college camas.
34. A major nand conflict (e.g., /Addle East) involving
U.S. troops ample.

35. The U.S. experiences a dams* flood of iefugees from
Mexico, Cmaralor 'ft South America.

36. Mat univealties semie that slaw successfully
congas Osier paring mum before advancing to
upper division COMM.

37. The mate porn legkation famish* complete coastby-carse articulation sad trader from two-year to
foar-yea colleges.

38. The beeis for deteaniing Wary levels in me positions
is related to comparable worth.

39. SWSU establishes a second branch campus in the east
valley.

40. SWSU West becomes an indepeadect badman.
41.

The mate is selected as the site 63r the apercollider

42.

Eareilmeer caps are implemented hi the me university
system.

43. The next sate university branch campus is Kg built by
SWSU.

When you have finished please do the following:

Reflect far a momept on the entire set of trends. Have we lett out wry possible future trends that you
believe wi have a significant lemma on SWSU's affirmative action program? If so, use the space provided
below to write in these Naming items. Also fill in your estimate of the trend level as well as the Impact on
affirmative atom
Reflect for a moment on the entire sot of events. Have we left out wry possible future events that you
believe wi have a dgnilloant impact on SWSU's affirmative action program? If so, use the space provided
below to wdte In these missing items. Also fill In your estimate of the event probability, the impact on
affirmative action, and the zero point.
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5yr

EVENT STATEMENTS:

54

10yr

ImpaCt

Pos.

Neg.

_ _.
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APPENDIX C

INSTITUTIONALIZING ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING IN THE
STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

56
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INSTITUTIONALIZING ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING

IN THE Sruxr::su

PLANNING PROCESS
The alternative futures approach to strategic planning
model is designed to facilitate a relatively quick analy-

sis of the external environment and to enable the
organization to clarify its future, define its options and
"get out in front" of anticipated changes in the environment. However, for the organization to develop the
capacity to deal proactively with its environment, the
process must be institutionalized. In other words, an
on-going environmental scanning system must be
created to supplement and continuously update tht set
of critical trends and events developed in the initial
process.

and would focus on the use of environmental scanning
information in planning activities for the oivanizat ion
and for its constituent parts, including pri Train plan
ning within individual depanme tits or functional areas
A major part of the workshop would be an e rc i se in
the identification and evaluation of critical trends and
emerging issues. This exercise would enable participants to bring their individual knowledge of the external environment to a discussion, which could result in
expanding the event and trend set developed during the
initial phases of the planning pmcess. Moreover, this
workshop should generate ent husiasni Itr establishing

a system for systematically seeking indications of
Morrison (1987) has described how to develop an ongoing environmental scanning program and the initial
steps an organization may take in developing such a
program. These steps include developing a program
structure and a comprehensive taxonomy with an elec-

change in the external envimnment.

tronic filing system, identifying and assigning infor-

rate. The planning team facilitator could chair the

DEVELOPING PROGRAM STRIR "MR E
The structure of the system does not have to he elaho

mation resources, securing scanners, and training scanners and abstractors.

scanning committee, consisting of the planning team
members and other interested individuals. In acklition,
the facilitator is responsible for assigning iuilinivatiim
GETTIN(; STARTED
sources to each scanner and is responsible Mr collecting and filing scanning abstracts. Periodically, perThe environmental scanning notebook (see Appendix haps bimonthly or quarterly, the planning team meets
I)) consists Of a literature review of readily available as a scanning evaluation conuoittee to sort, sill, and
information resources . However, the extein of the evaluate the signSicance of the abstracts. It is reason
review is dependent upon the amount of time that the able to anticipate from 100-200 :lbw acts pet (Iuarnl .
facilitator has available. An on-going environmental depending to some extent on the number of Individuals
scanning program overcomes this dependency by employed in scanning. These meetingN will iegiv.e ;he
having a number of people regularly review informa- team to summarize by sector (i.e., social, teehnol)gi .
tion sourcesthe more scr, mers, the greater the number cal, economic, and political) all abstracts produced
of information resources that can be used. Therefore, during the warter. This activity will take one work
one of the tirst steps in institutionalizing an environ- week by team menit,rs. An alternative approach
mental scanning system is to recruit voluntr,ers to would be for the facilitator to eategorin the abstracts
perform scanning.
by sector and azcign each team member the responsibility for reviewing all abstracts in that sector. RegardOne approach that has been successfully used to recruit less of which approach is used, a written mmunary (in
scanners consists of offering a half-day planninf; essence a preliminary analysis) by sector should be
workshop focusing on strategic planning models. This prepared and distributed prior to the stall meting
would in,lude the alternative futures approach
Discussion and analyses at this meeting will take tow

57
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hours. Each meeting concludes with additions to the three digits to the category numbers. 'llie third digit
trend or event set and perhaps with updated informa- would be assigned using the following ct xlc
tion on trends and events already in the set. The
1=a trend, including histoncal in fin ceasted
facilitator has the responsibility of documenting the
discussion and preparing the report. (See Simpson,
data
McGinty, & Morrison, 1987 for a discussion of how
the Georgia Center for Continuing Education struc2 =an event that the author of tie
I source docu
tured its environmental scanning process. )
ment had identified as having some chance in
occurring in the future
DEVELOPING THE SCANNING TAXONOMY
3 =a policy proposal or suggestion offered in
The trends and events identified in the initial planning
the source document as a means of improving
activity and in the workshop for volunteer scanners
some condition, current or prospective
may bc used to develop the beginnings of a scanning
taxonomy, so that every possible item resulting from
4 =a miscellaneous piece of inbirmation, not
scanning has a logical place to be classified. The
one of the preceding types, but nevertheless ol
taxonomy depicted in Figure C-1 has two objectives:
potential value in the Delphi, c i tael ninvornext
(a) to provide a comprehensive set of categories within
year
I

which related materials can be filed, and (b) to provide

I
I
I

a numbering method for every piece of information The lam two digits would be assigned in sena I order ((M
collected, as well as for the specific trends and events
99) to each item entered into the taxonomy. Thus, an
identified (or created) within these categories. Note item coded 3.4.2.02 cald be identified as the second
that them are six categories in the taxonomyder .)- event that concerned a specific potential development
graphic, social, technological, economic, political, and in educational technology.
environmental. Their relationship to the organization
is classified in both external (international, national,
regional) and internal (i.e., education) categories .nd ORGANIZING THE FILES
each resulting "cell" is numbered. For exampk, an ELECTRONICALLY
important discussion of regional migration would be
assigned to Category 1.3, while a change in the regu- Utilizing computers, electronic Ides Lied itate review,
lations defining eligibility for federally funded student referral and updating. Moreover, through using an
finan_ ial aid would be assigned to Category 5.2.
electronic filing system, it is easier to develop consortium relationships with similar organizations or with
This numbering system may then be used in the next organizations in the same geographic died Thele te
Delphi conducted by the planning team. Each question a number of electronic bibliographic data base ,,oll
in the Delphi can be numbered according to its classi- ware programs available commercially ho-Cue, a
fication in the taxonomy, facilitating quick retrieval of
the source document from which the trend or event was

drawn and enabling a quick update if the historical
information the team may wish to add to the Delphi
question in succeeding years. Boucher and Morrison
(1989) recommend refining this system by adding

software program developed by Personal Bibliographic
Software, has standard werkfomis Ity each data enn y
into variable-length fields and records, authority lists
to standardize names, bi bliogra ph lc titles, or key won k,
and a search capability using Boolean logic for quick
retrieval. One reason for using this pi ogram is that it
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BEARING ON

CATEGORY OF
DEVELOPMENT

EXTERNAL
International

Natkpfa;

INTERNAL
Regional

1. Demographic

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

2. Social

2.1

2.2

2.:.

2.4

3. Technological

3.1

3.2

3.3

34

4. Economic

4.1

4.2

4.3

44

5. Political, Legal
and Regulatory

5.1

5.2

5.3

54

1

6. Environmental

6.1

6.2

6.3

64

1

1

1

FIGURE C-1

ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING TAXONOMY
1

1

I
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is available in both Macintosh and PC/MS DOS formats, thereby allowing data exchange via modem, over
a network, or through a mainframe. In addition,
Personal Bibliographic Software has developed two
complementary programs, Pro-Search and Bib Unlinks, thereby allowing retrieval of information from a
major data base like Dialogue, which can be downloaded to disk, and transferred into an appropriate ProCite workform (journal, book, newspaper article, etc.).
It is also possible to use a standard data-base program.

(g)

General Interest Literature

(' 5
Vital

Speeches of the Day, Across the Botml.

Naisbiu Trend Letter. Kiplinger Wash
ington Letter, Time, Newsweek, U.S.
News and World Report and Tlu, Futurist

In addition to commercial resources, a number
government agencies publ ish trend data, many times at

little or no cost. For example, GM) Reports may be
For example, the scanning program at the University of obtained from the U.S. General Accounting Office,
Document Hendling and Information Services FacilMinnesota uses dBase II.
ity, P. 0. Box 6015, Gaithersburg, MD 20877. phoue
202275-6241. NCES reports are available front N( 'ES,
IDENTIFYING LITERATURE SOURCES
Washington, D.C. Periodic Rand reports may be
AND DATA BASES
obtained from The Rand Corporation, Publications
The important criterion for literature selection is diver-

sity. Information should be obtained from newspapers, magazines, dissertations, journals, TV and radio
programs and conferences.
A comprehensive list should include the folluxing:
(a)

NewspapersThe NewYorkTimes,The
Wall Street Journal,The Miami He, ald,
The Chicago Tribune, The Los Angeles
Times, The Christian Science Monitor
and USA Today

(b)

Educatiorm: LiteratureChronicle of
Higher Education and Education Week

(c)

Social/Demographic LiteratureAmerican Demographics, Public Opinion

(d)

Technological LiteratureHigh Technology, Datamation, BYTE, Computer
World, Discover, and IttfoWorld

(e)

Economic LiteratureBusiness

Week,

The Economist,Fortune,Forbes,Money,
Inc. and T he Monthly Labor Review
(f)

Political LiteratureNewRepublic,The
National Review, The National Journal
and Mother Jones

60

Department, I 7(X) Main Street. P.D. Box 213)1, Santa
Monica, CA 90406-2 I 38.

Morrison, Renfro, and Boucher (1984) identify a
n umberof other information resources, including those

used by the ACLI Trend Analysis Prognun and the
ERIC Clearinghouse on I lighei Education.

ASSIGNING SCANNERS INFORMAIMN
RESOURCES
Assigning scanners specific materials for regular re
view and analysis provides a measure of confidence
that most "blips" on the radar screen will be spotted. A
suggested procedure for assigning information resources is first to ascerhin what materials. colder
ences, and so forth, are regularly read or attended by
scanners. The list of materials regul:w1 / wad by
scanners should be compared to the list ol important
information resources identified in the above activity.
If at all possible, scanners should be assigned material
they already regularly review. It is likely that there will
be material that is not regularly read: in such cases, it
is recommended that scanners he asked to volunteer to
read those resources. Moreover, the scanumgconunu
tee chair should institute a pnicedure to -spot cheekhow well the information resources are being reviewed.
If there are many scanners, it is advisable to build in
redundancy by having two or more scanners review tile
same information resource.
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TRAINING SCANNERS

in this article affect this organization's programs or
management?" The author should include a list of
Scanners need orientation and training in scanning and those emerging issues suggested by the article, a dein reporting information via abstracts. Scanners scription of future events occurring
as a result of the
should keep in mind that they are scanning to anticipate

trend identified by the article, and/or an ident iftcat ion
social, economic, technological and legislative/regu- of issue stakeholders if they are not listed in the article.
latory changes in order to facilitate planning and policy
formulation; therefore, they should seek signals that Speculation about implications is a part of the scanniiig
indicate departures from expected futures. Specifi- and abstracting process. Here the
abstractor tries to
cally, when scanning their assigned materials, they determine an item's potential for affecting other
facets
should ask themselves if the items:
of the social environment and/or the organization.
There are no "right" answers. Note, however, that
1. represent events, trends, developments, or ideas
some articles may offer no implications that are immenever before encountered.
diately apparent. The scanning committee, with the
2. contradict previous assumptions or beEefs about
benefit of related abstracts from other scanners, may he
what seems to be happening.
able to detect implications that a single monitor
3. represent new twists to old arguments.
cannot.
4.

can be linked to other abstracts previously

written or seen.
5. discuss new patents, inventions, and/or research
results.
6. have implications for the long-range program
or management of the organization.
7. contain polls or forecasts.

TRAINING ABSTRACTORS

It would be ideal if scanners would also serve as
abstractors. However, one or two student assistants
may need to be employed for this task. Irrespective of
who does the abstracting, all scanners and institutional
research staff personnel should be trained to write
abstracts.

The lead sentence of an abstract should be a response
to this question: "If I had only a few minutes to describe
this article to a friend, what would I say?" What is the

most important idea or event that indicates change?
The response to this question should be followed by a
one paragraph explanation. Whenever possible, statistical data should be included. The summary should
be limited to no more than one-half page of singlespaced, typewritten copy.

Each abstract should have an implications section
responding to the question, "How will the information

CONDUCTING A SCANNING COMMinvE
MEETING
A scanning committee meeting should be held every
two to three months to handle the approximately 70100 abstracts that would probably come in during that
period. Several approaches could be used to prepare
fora scanning committee meeting. For example, at the
Georgia Center for Continuing I tItuea iii n, the chair
segregates abstracts according to subject area (i.e., all
those concealing :Ace automation go into one pile,
employee compensation go into another, and those
difficult to assign, into a miscellaneous pile). kach
member of the committee is assigned a particular
packet of abstracts to review in detail. All members
read the entire selection of abstracts received, hat are
requested to come to the meeting with a list of !lends
and potential issues derived from those abstracts in
their packet that are new. They are expected to examine how these trends and issues relate to or contl let with

other trend areas identified previously (Morrison.
Simpson and McGinty, 1987).
An alternative approach is for each menther to review
all scanning abstracts and come to the meeting pre-

pared to sort them into three categories: -winners,"losers," and "middle-of-the-roaders."Inespective of
the approach used, the meeting itself may last hioni two

P1
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to three hours, including a round robin, with each

C7

CONCLUSION

person reporting his/her subject arta, and a frec-for-all

discussion. The end result should be a list and brief
description of 15 or so trends, possible events, and
emerging issues that appear important to consider in
the annual planning exercise.

The alternative futures approach to planning is a systematic, intensive, and relatively inexpensive way to
focus quickly on strategic areas For which more de

tailed planning and analysis would be benclkial.

Through participating in the process, senior leaders
develop a shared ugderstanding of high priority issues
and a view of the dynamics of the changing environUSING SCANNING NEWSLETTERS
ment of the organization. Participating in the pmeess
A scanning newsletter can serve to bring important facilitates team building, focuses attention of decision
new trends and events to the attention of all members makas upon the longer-term future, and assures that
of the organization and, at the same time, provide the strategic options developed from the process have
recognition for the efforts of volunteer scanners. the authority from top management.
Certainly the trends and events identified between
planning sessions in scanning committee meetings To provide a continuous, objective, complete, and
should be included in the newsktta. This newsletter detailed analysis of the external environment, the
could be a "stand alone" or could be included as an organization should develop a systematic environinsert in one of the regularly published organizational mental scanning and forecasting system. If important
newsletters. The newsletter should have a logo, be information about the external environment is noi
"jazzy," printed on colored paper, and have special available to the planning team, or if this inlimnation us
boxes labeled, "Wild Speculations." The important not given an opportunity to he articulated, it will not he
point is to avoid anointing speculations, but to recog- included in important deliberations. Consequently,
nize that the purpose of the newsletter is to print items the results of the planning process will stiffer. I lowever, with an ongoing environmental scanning system.
that have implications for the organization.
the quality of the information that goes into the environmental scanning notebook will be gmitly improved,
USING ISSUE BRIEFS
thereby enhancing the quality of the analysis of the
After reviewing abstracts at the scanning committee planning team. As importantly, since members of the
meeting, the committee should be able to identify th ase planning team should be involved as scanners and as
15-25 or so trends, events, and emerging issues that arc members of the scanning committee on a continuous
important to monitor. An in-depth analysis of a par- basis, they will increase their orientation to the fume
ticular item may be needed. The CEO may wish to and will become more proficient participants in the
commission an issue brief on the item, to be written by yearly planning exercise. Incorporating a systematic
a member of the planning team, an administrative staf- environmental scanning system process should enable
fer, a staff member in the research and evaluation decision makers to anticipate what is happening i the
office, or a faculty member. A recommended format state, region, nation, and world, and, correspondingly.
to plan more effectively.
for an issue brief is:
What is the issue?
What do we know about it?
What are the implications?
What should the organivation do?
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APPENDIX D

ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING NOTEBOOK
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNINC NOTEBOOK

Some Possible Trends That May impact Education

The purpose of this notebook is to stimulate your NOTE: only a small sample of possible items arc
thinking about the futant. The information included in

included in this example. Much of the material gath-

the notebook will assist you in identifying possible

ered and assembled for this notebook will be obtai nt.d
from copywrited materials. For this reason, the author
could not include as wide and extensive a sample as
would be =mined in a complete notebook that would
be used by a specific planning team. With an established environmental scanning powess ()aping in an

trends and events that may impact the future direction
of the organization.
The articles, charts, graphs and lists are only meant to
suggest possible trends and events. Each planning
team member is encouraged to identify other trends

and events that represent important changes in the
organization's environment.

organization it is not difficult to acquire a wealth of
material for the notebook.
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DEMOGRAPHIC ISSUES FOR THE 1990s
The following emerging work-

place and family issues will
be %itched closely by demos-

raphers over the next dee
and beyond:
Young workers will become
scarce, and shortages of entrylevel workers will become more
widespread. Employers will

have to pay higher entry-level
wages to attract skilled workers
and devote more effort to train
and develop the less-skilled to
be job-ready.
Shortage, of qualified workers may coexist with a surplus
of unqualified job seekers. espe-

dally among minorities who
have not Wed well educationally. Poverty among children
curtails educational attainment.
There is 5owing sweeteners that
when todays first-graders retch

adulthood they will compete
within a global labor market
and will need intellectual skills
and levels of education and liter-

acy never demanded of their

p. Mounting con-

cerns with economic competitiveness will therefore intensify
the national focus on chlkatood
poverty and its effect on future
work-force quality.

o Employment options will
greatly expand for older persons

who want to work. The trend
toward utilizing more-expedenced rethed workers in traditionally entry-level bobs will indorse sad may rase the burden
on employers to provide remedial education in their training
programs.
The schedules of American
workers will grow mom diverse
as alternadves to the Mendiard
40-hour, five-day workweek
emerge. Parents with preschool-

ers, semiretired workers, and
others will establish thomeares
within radars blew models according to week schedules they
are able to accosamodete in their

palatal lives.

Employees will !Wu*

offer a broader array

promoting a "heady

fr=

"Binational" families will
increase. Undocumented immi-

grant* often form families and
households that also include
childem who are U.S. citizens
by birth. The significant presence of sudt binational frarilies
;r1 certain municipalities (e.g.,
Los Angeles) will complicate
the isms of access to social ser-

vices and the definition of a
"resident?
Nadel and ethnic diversification will expand the number
of cities in which no one racial
or ethnic group constitutes the
"majority. Where such *multiple minority" cities now exist
in California and New York, for
example they foreshadow the

kinds of political chanps that
evolve as pluralities replace

workplace child Care, elder
care, emergency 'sick child"

majorities.
The consequences of popu-

pogroms, etc.
alwo-generation
families will increase. Clitirikee.
in life expectancy of the elderly
means that more of the "young

lation aging will differ widely
from piece to place. Certain
states. such as Arizona, receive

elderly" (persons in their es

perity; others, such A Missis-

and eady 70s) wit themselves

sippi, experience pr- %milted out-

Whom of retirees who are

above average in health and pros-

have surviving meets at ex-

flows of young a..ults, which

treme elderly ages. Two-generation geriatric families may have

leave

both parents and children who
require care.

behind older (often
poorer) retirms who gradually
"age in place."
Peter A. hilOrritran
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income-542.200 in 1989, nearly 5

Tqe number of householders aged 55

the decide more than made

median household income of to 64 is down 2 percent since the last

up for an 8 percent drop

this age poop also fel!. m

census. The median income of this grout-

between 1980 and 1981. But

just 617.400 to 1989-10

also fell 2 percent over the decade. The

these income gams have not

percent less than in 1979.

mind toward early retusment is behind

income is nearly 530.000 been shared equally by all

after adjusting for inflation.

this income decline.

2.7 percent pew then an

This median is sow just 7

HE 1990 MSUS
Will SHIA'
...that mediae household

years earlier. after adjusting

The number of house-

for usflesion. The pins in
household income lase in
Tim menu asks for acme,
tot the provost year.
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sr Pulls-

Householders aged 65 and older

percent greaser then &et of

enjoyed the greatest economic gains

holders under age 25 fell by

elderly householders. Ten

during the 19806. Increases m Social

30 want during the 1980,

yews earlier, it was 35

Sccuruy and in pension pamciption

as the baby-bust generation

percent greater.

conoibuted so ttus group's 14 paean

entered adulthood. The

meNIGM 01111010MICS / erwar

73

The number of house-

income gun.
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number ot workers .Ived
35 to 44 Over the decade.
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67211

75.3%
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12.2%

10.971

70.6

12.511

68 9

-12.9

79.713
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16155

93 9

18 7

35 tilt

17.0110
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472
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13 0
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7256
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1.978

20 0

-9 0

16024
25 to 34

.

.
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16 to 24

.......

58.3%

44.523

sasu

22 7%

10 122

63.0

10.912

Sb
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16.X11

75 4

12 112

54 9

35 1

35 to 44

1402

78

8.446

64 8

74 0

9 175

70.6

6.916

59 0

.12 7

55 to 64

3.020

44 2

4.824

41 9

-37 4

65 an0 oalor

1274
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1.243

8.7
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wev worowse eme

or

45 to 54

.
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r

mem. mre Ter

rose by neatly 50 percent

As the labor force participation rate for women
aged 35 to 44 leaped from
65 to 78 percent. this
group experienced a 74

percent numencal
increase

54 650

25 to 34

.

35 to -IA in the labor force

sem Ow sew ease was or vim Mx se me Isbor

The number of women
aped 35 to 64 who work

dropped by fully 37
percent since 198C and the

number of rnen in this age

yroup who work dropped

wock force pew by 17

fewer men aged 16 to 24

by 11 percent. Although

percent since 1980. But

in the labor force and 8

labor force parocipation

changing demoeraphics

percent few,/ women. In

rates for women aged 55 to

...women accounting for

combined with shifting

contrast. th- number of

64 rose slightl dunng the

almost 60 percent of labor

labor force parucipation

workers aged 25 to 34

1980s. men's rates fell

force growth since 1960.

rates resulted in a sharp

grew by 19 percent among

because of early retire-

Today. fully 58 percent of

decline s the number of

men and 35 percent among

ment That drop, combintd

women and 75 percent of

entry-level workers and a

women.

with a smaller population

men aged 16 or older are

decrease in the most

in the labor foire.

expersenced workers.

THE 1990 GENStIS

Will

Overall, the nation's

There are 13 percent

The aging of the baby'

in :Ins age group. is behind

boomers produced

the decline in the exper-

dramatic growth in the

ienced work force

~ere iSsi

OtterAsegla
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completed four yeas of

amended college for a least

four yan. The 1990 census
will show that newly 19

41

01 oar

the shore who have

pumas of American have
a least a bachelor's degree.

me man will also
show that the educasonal

pp between men and
woolens is narrowing.

Among people aged 43 to
54. die share of men with

calve depas is 10 per-

make ma comparison

maga tha were the Why using du 1990 census.

.

centage points higher than

die share of women. But

boomers an yars ago.

Than's because this asses

among people aged 23 to

Mr high coat of education

will ask for die education-

34. the diffesence is less

the baby boomnow aged may be paha' young

al degrees people have

than 1 percentage poem

35 to 44is the most

adults out of colic,e end

earned. rather then the

While the shore of young

alucag ed aeration ever.

into die work tone.

number of yews of school

men with four or mon

they have competed"

yan of college dropped

...that the lead* edge cd

One in four hes completed

One in live Americans

a least four pan of

has competed U WU four Because not everyone who smce 1980. the shire of

college. Younger men.

years decease. up from

aged 25 to 34. an now

one in six. an yews ago.

less likely to have

But you won't be able to

See "Mt 1990 Como

Quanomere." Mums
Demographas. Apnl 1919.
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young women with four or
more yews of college
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Hispanict

:

The Elusive Decade of Hispanics

decade proved gm Hispanics art a-

lio* seekkg ad slowly pang po-

The Miewi-Mesd Cakes American Naeketal Comet hec.. kas priashed

Follows:le We sem highlightsfroge the ream

litical rapemosirm. Is 1994 die number of Mumma elsoad officials ea the
Reties was 33* by 19111 dim Rpm
had increand by Iffitertintrady 7 per-

The Decade of Hispanics

CM. a 3.300. Ifovwer. diode 3.360
Iiispemic slued eillaels emoented a

neatikamt report. The Shaba Dire* of Hispotics. Wadi *Mike hey isms
and moms thst shaped the Hispage-Mseticen comataity *rag the 1980..
the 1960. maenad their duds a beDams die 1960. ths U.S. Ifispenic 1 cane active payees a the U.S. par&
podium readied the 20 million mak. ; sac =My MI ID pada. ferny is
Algae* the
The media vas quick a vecopine Pe ; the "Amman D.

was "fiscal:rune ihe 1960. and the

Isalenba desk will a wide amp of
amiss was fecused most

general pablic was maned Milt a vagin-

dangly on employment. edustion. die

event as newswarday. Haim Hidemics

leis dtem 1 puestefike mien 'selected
citeirdbrbalow the 81 percent tithe

tom6 maim diet Haps= CORMused in du year.
By 1999-230 Hispmcs were mayors

poservation of as Mgr& Wimp

ally ipored poup soddenly had be-

,

1,425 woes mew and nunuetpal

come the nation's faseest-powieg mi- : ad Piaui values, and a quest for Waled

nority.

: eraimble pitied represemegog

So widespead ad *mem was
the media covaap thu the period was
dubbed "the deade et the laspernics.-

1.226 was macaws or school
bowl officials. aid

The Numbers

.

120 nwe sure legislators

la las dim a decade as liapinic

1

11 was U.S. niensenteuves

Hap* Wham bee also bees

parcentsge of da soed U.S. popubsion

and it wai andpmed thu Hamad

rose bow 63 watt a Li plum

would seize the oppommity io men their

refaced le is appoistalsre of several

umbels ma aped* polars' anpowennent and fell paticiption in the

Boma 19110 ad 19111 Hamm Hawks a high-level government
upgraded a 34 picas poet* taw positions. for sumpa, Lauro Cavazos

nation's soca. economic sod educetonal life.

compered to as 8 pecent peeral-paps-

es U.S. Season ot Educapon. ad

laden pow* des. Tlir amigo is-

Mara Lajan id U.S. Secretary el die

awed from 143 million is 19110 a
19.4 milks in 191111. la fact liquid
Imams die miens: said hoes ednichacial minmay, implied oaly by
back Amerada.

Interior.
Economic Gans. Some °commix
gadded, by iiimmicsover the decade
WINO INC01111011. la 1960. only 2.3

The Gains

pedrapled. amchisi 9.2 pacem. higher
dien the block We ot 6.9 percent. and

But Hispenics did not move as
rapidly as maids observers hod pe-

dant Unied by a common laspap
and by der room in anima thes wers
colonized by Spia. Hispanics en di-

vided by dam of arigia, tbe smog
aid sewed theiteury isso the third
Siam race, ap, caw ad the vision
of die Ummd Sams *dick they las.

1

..

Political representation. The

pecan of Iiispric households qualified as Mead By 1966 that Gun had

These dans= as camidenble, and u g
in the eedy yeen eg the dome do

unspanic Elected Officials

vow WM sin 6'1041111 a =Ow Number of Hispanic Elscod Michas
ove swamis of dimmalves as nfiopaues."k was not mitilikelempenti

the 19901 Us their Isedeakip bum a
tows on a named ifiepoic agenda ead

MOO
3.350

to ienously consider the poundal bene-

fits that could be deaved from the
nation's deepening aurae in Mamie
issue.
i
,

The dosing at the decade offal m
opportunity to look beck. Did "dm dec-

ade of Hispanics" hilfill is pigmies?
Whet was ea in mien? Where did it
Ifall shod of ausasions? What was
,

'

achieved? Whet lies aided?

What Did Hispanics
Expect?
The issues pursued by Ifispenics in
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Black America
I

i

inexorable much to the new age.
However, by dernanding tbn black
consumers subsaibe to white products.
white values and whin estate by purchasing products thin define whin atti-

In society. The middle class wants a
uncured way to sham talent and advantage with those less fortunate who
shanks or is mdirecad by "a word from : me of their families and group, and to

tudes, Wicks will comma to feel the
annum of vying to ainindme into a
society whose mainstream widens,

I

revern the bram-dran that depletes otr,

OW $1101110r.*

:

still-segrepad cities. Children and
yam" aduksehtadonotheve doe benefit
of an emended family, with seniors or
elders who can share wisdom and practical counsel wuh diem. Far too many
women, who me not inherently unable
to raise famihes hy any means. lack the

Toword An African-American Agenda: An Inward Look
Dr. Ramona Home Edelin

President and Chief &move Officer
National Urban COWIN:PR

support network of male and female
faintly and frieno:, who are always

While domestic demographic proAcuons differ. there m no question about

tauung economic mtretaucnee can be
realized, we must went and decade to

the facts dtat tbe number of workers
available to the U.S. work force is la

make the most of bang African m needed to help in the .-.4.sing of children
America. This key demon am be a as pan of a social Of cultural group.

sharp decline. That is to say, we already
know there wi 11 be a labor shortage m
the next cenory: that *e need for higher
educational and teclmologual expense

compelling amine challenge resulting

How can we ensure that systemic

m periect equelny if we pmperty understand ourpossibibtiesand work together
toward achieving diem.
Agendas that addren what we need

mancally at the same tune that **prepare** in mathemaucs and science of all

or should have from the external or
larger smutty include impacting public

racism will be too costly to be continued
in the 19900 When we understand what
it means to be equal, to make ourselves
the perfect and unlimited equals ot any
petip. to tegiun convoi and power over
our lives and destinies and those of our

Amerman high school graduates has
declined alarmingly, relative to other
students in the global economy; that

policy at the man Ind load as wll as

childrenwhen we have chosen to

of that work cone has increased dra-

federal levels. psnicularly in meas related to ending our segregation from
capital. and ending discrimmauon in
housing, employment. education, and
the cnmmal sauce syssem. Renewed
demands for reparations and rename

children of color have been under-prepared at an unconscionable level and to
a totally unacceptable degree. particu-

larly in the technological fields: and
that. when we add women, who are also
underprepared in the technical fields. to
the pool of available workers, the percentage of potential workers requiring

ment oppuruauty and =eon= develexperience that winos of pens of our
group, such as "dropouts." "unwed
,

Before cultural renewal can unfold.

before education can lead our group
back to tts ancestral mastery ut learning,

before the development of a self-sus-

subsanually enhances the productivity
i

teens," "leanung disabled" children, or

:

"sende" senior canons only mason

;

their mabdity to funcuon productively

:

and competioveness of this ninon
will =sum that the "old. cued baggage
of racial discrimination and bigotry"
mast be discarded on the way from the
1990s to the new miltemum

Mean Fsmily Income:
Selected Years
19118S)

there have been substantial changes in
die sums of Afncan Americans over the

develop America's human capital. We
want to press such chimps much further, to their conclusion: to the perfect
and unlunued equality of the AfricanAmerican. and of other people of color.

and middle classes so that our group

opment are the dem priorities.
All the research corroborates ow

logs and opinion in matters of race,

past 50 yens, do to systemic public
and private responses to the need to

cnminanon agamst us wid be too high
in America. A successful culunal offensivewhich would unite us Ind coordinate and focus our leadership; create
mad als. busmesses and obi: reestablish
mastery in learning and Malenally
change the lives of our poor. near-poor,

.

with respect to Reagan Court roll-backs
in affirmative scum affecting employ-

great investment m their talent and
knowledge approaches 115 percent.
Racism, chum, mid seam mum not
commue to prevent the development of
a solid Amerscan work farm it =name opporninny and a =Me standerd
of living are to remain all-imponant to
Americans.
Despite the ninge of personal feel-

redevelop ourselves and our culture.
then die costs of insotuuonalized dis-

,

Median Family teatime
Black
Whale
1988
1987
1986
1985
1982
1980
1978

1970

S 19.329
19.168
19.001
18.455
16.670

18.1%
19.739
19.141

AU:Male

B/W

B/ W

Gap

533,913
33.725
33.255

57.0
56.8

514.516

3111 Bdhon

32.051
30.161
31.447
33.327

37 6

31.209

rt. I
55.3
57.9
59.2
61.3

14.557
14.254
13.596

13.491
13.251
13.588

12.065

107

&Ilion

104 Billion
99 Balboa

91 bdlion
13 Billion
80 &Ilion
61 Billion

.ECIUMS 1Mtail White Family Income - Mean Black Family Income) x Number of
Black Famtbes

Source: U.S Depanment of Commerce. Bum of the Census. Money Income md
Pawn. Stem in 1958. Table ' Cakulations of aggregates and pin done by author
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(1)
1

4

4111

Where COI, trio-tech, the end of empires, a new knawkdge
explosion and anti-knowledge reaction, t* youth-heavy
tomermitupseir
wommesparors

third world and graying first world are taking us.
ByEadYLFoell

T

110111I4T IT'S TIE CISAT

Nada Nobody's cared diem
in. But everywhere yes leek

for lel is any of ths innovations rd list in a
mime abaft est base joining the absolutists
who awe promaindy peedeird the End of His-

saw amnia sr 11,0ban- as the Bed et the Ugh& Need, or the Ead of
law Weer to lasatelella to the Waimea Pmeldway to ream maim rebrashly *Piga mit hi details member uneetherdas Masud 101.
atlas re deeds
The gab who no the Caress of Vienna b
In dame wary paidenda las est snly pet Ursa beck hits shop alter
hidenwes heap masers de- Nepalese ran reighdied through it, they paved

hese Webb% la
the ay br thesarnt deenesevative monanhy to
hesigartees, esepintele"t= the wale edit emeallig French Publution. Nsrem thik Sok
ammktim ma bra. pin wads program ad MI imperial 6mat house the new yew and new decade ers
en a spelt el plea* sheet The abbe.
si
isppuseigevenrastios

Not b Mt Mind. bre leek int

lamb au a
bat* IOW WI

bas Las

ad lam hew
hes.Clei 01111,

ihee b le Bab
Sows Ibile sel be
la mos kan. Ns

re Onset labs

aie ilat Ides

bum* NMI

iteh dam set
inhislanale.
aitc. las dm

was dad sat
u seepusat als

illibers agues

law

nel thitrg

that easendise

i.

111411, the rigidity haught on by

usurdry cues widely unglued

gimp dboldatty-like populer mat that
t this push far bee institutions

but at se dam st awe bete laded le the lib fiedeier base submerged b Naas opera
e nd the eat tithe eat ealwahm
leas in Awaken abolitionism Ihrillea !.-..-411g if
Obelesly wan stpire ylspessre leash arts, Gesithe to leas and South Africa, the
of you le the yes ad pew 11101111 sinfre mike las end 11'41 Chian sailent protests, 1 M6
propos ad hum s ker fhb. le the heehaw Magadan imdetion. 11118 Prague Spring, MX
Wig dads AM thee mimbes that the holes plea 0 Gam* dipped uprising, ami liers domino
and ile species swabs end apeteue rafbal C. el pretest thrash Moscow's inner and outer
rather den Ma damp as lb same end dub empires, diabolist liacka's modern soli of Jeriside if ateumphsre.

the chief twe-legged sp.

cho.

des hwesheas needs* pa MS maths as a
If then en bum Ow the ilfo to this over-conreejoritg dies addle piths* bidward to *dr data lairs C. I that Chias younger gener-

more thenglad masa. Uses mad= am

sake wIll be hued from spin. The bberation that

trol, (Mimed, saint and brest-bas esettel. Deng started arid sopped is not over yet. A secdrug-wee want living-oweredit controlin ond, somenvat opposite, probabdity is that the
short, saantrel. Al all she* none of it eat
peat paler outburst in Eastern Europe wilt
Nat, *earls the Wised bared. wad both Ube 11141, settle iato something 5ess liberated.
rose-esiered &NM end glesbandilsom dark

gams ad de vais rebate sad Whin dapea doe Boy attation to both the awry bosh' and

What's likely M a scenario in which Hungary,
Poked, East Germany, and Csechosim skis became seemacally associated with the new V*st

the inneuters. %fere saely past 1114, as events in

Europa male while retaining. like Finland,

Moscow sad Eastern Europe shos ad heading

politically and militarily respectful of Moscow.
11%1 On 1990
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We're living in a heady period. People don't often

1) 2 1

science, math, and geography education.

One major virtue: allowing students to
pt to me
MM. Wog, knish. and Preemie 'mikes to proceed at a pace to fit their varied learnWAY* implode. The Roman, Otto-

rkme a kwdied about r slowly as a Wagneriso
MM. But there. on camera for al the world to
su the Romanov empire. turned into a con-

ing Wed&

e omerste by Stalin. being dismembered in record
lime. Proof of the paw of global knoMedge and
amiretnns of average people. But we shouldn't

and the US, are cukural imperiellets for
the only sport where balk means you

The globalization of baseballafter

all, the two economie superpowars. Amen

advance.

exaggerate what is already extraordinary into

Lowhenere IOW =eking using a ra-

Utopie. History hes am been summded.
Now, as premised, here's a wankneous mix of
innovations and pokkel and economic prohabib-

pid soliclificedon process that can min out

razor-blade-thin stael at the speed of a
race me
Firm steps towsrd span colonisation,
ties for the coming decades. It's purposely unmethodical, intended to provoke thinkine not m- starting wkli expliesats in doled-cycle.
estesatekieg 'Meg in entities spedebs.
ortice Namable's. Watch for
Thailand aad giant India Pining the Asian
The bio-engineerieg of plants to make more tigers m sememk amass sterns, despite Thaiefficient food-procluetion use of the emes new lend's AIDS problem end India'a perennial bouts
through photosynthesis. Also, further genetic wide teethed= and povertw
Cuba. Ethiopia. sad even Albania joining the
engineerbtg to add nitrogen-a:dog roots to an array of vegetable and fruit Perna. silming them to Magni meg keen essoperty communion.
More Joint nem* and development efforts
partially self-fertilise m the legume plants (peas,
hank lentils) do. Biologists are already at work au involvieg two or were toeless' firma. Examples:
n itrogen-fixing grains.

WM MIN on phoA new Id Oath thst
tovoltaic cell efficient Wee research (hoe and
big mare likely than cold snd in beaker), and
enertv4fficient buildings end vehicles. The vehicles w almost certainly include mon improved
&Mk cars and delivery vans in wham area end
more NNW gas OWL

Mach-: air travel (double the speed of sound)

and Mach-lit trim Nekher eiviromote coo-

USlarmil eampobw-caMnitd deip Irrigation systams kr mid realm Japen-US computer-operat-

ed hydespole 'noisome kr gran* vegetabies
celderdlinass.
Ihn arras dieleg te bold the cab of goyimwad sallepord teehmiscr Ma pidag for their

miens.

A nest sing* el Mos in the "sae Eunpean
kouseBamata Catholicism, Protestaatism,
eadellen. At ism ahortla. the ale et Mon eutr

lily Okla ad makes with the bionic world
munication spews m tad off avant* dare Wall the Meditenaman and at Rossia's back
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here scribbled Verne, a bourgeois French stockbroker living in a world that

didn't even believe earth flight was possible, brashly predicting rocket tri ps to

the moon 104 years before they happened
the Asian boon: states are likely to export work to Lads
America in aiming decodes Western Europe to Ent &rope
and the Mediterranean shores

swing udebionestion and obsolete information. And ei en
the ma ethemed dthens hove km and kss tone to probe

,

the menwey beaks kr all the geld that is available.

Will we burn so much feel to run foeteles, rentPuterv,
offices vehieles sad houses (ad Mimeos se ouch orbs.
dioxide-imb(bing vegetatioa) that we eventually fry the
globes lend masses and &ad ks weeding end pert

dike

Wdl the populstioa el those who bsedt hem the knowledge a:plosion increase fmter than the pep:laden at those
who are left behind and make easy menthe ler the end-

knowledge explosion? Mot reaps bole the mu* umulemud to those mobradeg the mak. !WM the kw akin,
or sane destmaethe form a( kaderawatalkes)

Sy rww you may be *Mien* muttering that you know
the ile 'Dyke amd they have remeined largely the same for
yeses wee et them for alleillines I mention them as one
mere rendeder thst whittle meM impotent in history often !
Ste Emlesiestes' no-new-thing-under-the-sun dictum. And !
fa* IS MUM III thee teturtiforeasting is a risk-prone busi!

n ose at best.
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AN AMERICAN
VISION FOR THE

1990s
by dse Staff of Font=
1XTY YEARS. An era. An adult lifetime. If overseas. In Europe alone, Americans spent $15 billion
you want to grasp how long it has been since buying companies last year, nine fimes as much as the

was launched, just consider In
1930 fewer than 50,000 can traveled the

FORTUNE

Jamilits export periormance is oftea decried anu

roads of Japan-94% of them Made in indeed isn't what it should be, the US. still runs neck
America. Penicillin was yet to be purified
and put to general use. Television had not beer invented. Nor jet pkne, electronic annputers, radar, xerography We had sex, of mune, but not much in die way of
drugs, and nothing resembling rock-and-rod.
In this article Fonnint's staff will not attempt to predict the we 60 years. That would be too easy; who, after all, would remember what we said come the year
2050? Instead, we offer our best esdmme of what to expect from today until the year 2000ia politics, in the
economy, in science, and in society at her.
During the 1990s and Sot some time beyond, die U.S.

will remain the world's arty true wppowei But consider foe a ?gement the implications d the word.

and sect with West Germany as the volume leader.
Ameriea's share of global markets no longer &pp-caches

50%, as it did when Europe and Japan were drzggan
tbemselves off the mat in 1950. But the present share,
20% to 25%, is as large as it was in the mare normal
years of commerce below World War 11and where it
has stood since the early 1960s.

MERICKS CON -R1BUTION to the
world will continue to be in the maim of
ideas and idea& Military strength contained Communism, yes, but what van-

quished ito frat showed it up as the
hollow oat that it ems, was an

emphatically do not mean diel America will commend idealal democacyand its phenomenally suc-

this position by brandishing its military =fee, U.S. cesssfularcetion in America. Europe, and Asia.

ideas aze trawling fast too. The world now
friends who seek to preserve the pace in Europaleitg stands as the verge of transformational developments in
Asia. But the US. does not, and should not, wish the mukoikr biolop and computers. Ralph Goinory, forrole of global cop and prgpal bsinkroller fix tbe Stut- mer head of research ci IBM and currently president of
em alliance. Its very success, crowned by the crumpling the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, predicts with "total
of Communion from Czechoslovakia to Nicaragua, ea- coalklence" that computers will become 100 umes
titles it to lay down part oldie costly !nudes. The enemy dieaper in the next two &ado. This mesas that most
of the inkrineiun revolution is still abead of us. In the
has grown less menacing, the allies moms capable.
America's true suength will be bmd elsewhere. The 1990s ?nd beyond, thinking machina will process more
U.S. remains by far the world's molt vigorous economy inkrmaticsa fester, affecting our lives mow intimately
arms are still the world's strongest, and

(with a GNP of $5.2 trillion, more than 40% larger than end pervasively thaa we can now imagine.
Coining breakthroughs in biology deal with informaJapan's). It is the biggest market for foreign goods, the
biggest magnet for foreign capital, the biggest investor tion proceuing of a different type. Practitioners of this
PORTIONI MA110136,1900

PHorockArm or Aran Lsve4
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FORTUNE 1
v science are unraveling the mysteries of DNA, the
zroscopic threadlike tape holding the coded informs-

be young, one reason the U.S. in the 1990s will have the
moat youthful, and potentially most productive, work
tkii that dictates the structure and function of livin force in the industrialized vocsid.
things. This will lead to an unprecedented undentand
As America's 76 million baby-boomers age, they will
ing of how man, animals, plants, and microorganisms exert their accustomed influence on the shape
of society
function. That knowledge will then be used to make With the oldest of them now 44, growing numbers will go
products and to create whole new industries that don't through the personal changes cu....!nnwar, to people who
cast today
arrive it midlife. The desire for independence, for control
These and other Clevelopments will find their way of one's time, for a more balanced life, will become a
into practical application through the initiative of feisty prime value. Increasingly, boomers fantasize about quitentrepreneurs and multinational behemoths. America ting tbe large =potation and starting businesses of their
is famous for creating both. Some 685,000 businesses own. How will corporations manage people who think
WI= born in the US. last year, most quite ordinary of hie that? By giving more than lip service to the idea that
course, but many founded on origimd kleu. Global employees need autonomy, higher rewards for perfor-

corPolutions, purveying the gooda and services that manx, and an enriched sense of
help people lead better Lives, will continue to project
Successful companies will constan learn and adapt,
American power in the years aheai Operating out of restructuring radii-tally if necessary
: means more
sheerest self-interest, they can be a siuprisingJy effec- than coet-cutting, a lot more. It means delivering on
tive force for
the promise cf participaIkeimmissi hob tribillimerae, 41Asevallwalipsdlreereird
At their best, Cr hisit
tory management, allowand promote on the baing employees a say in
sis of merit and invest on
how the organization is
the basis of potential,
designed, how work is
while governments too
assigned, how they are
often bestow their facompensated. The latest

vorsa subsidy here, a

studies of business show
that providing workers
with a sense of participation increases productivi-

ie barrier thereon
bLsis of narr-- po-

litical advantage.
For all its many shortcutaings, America prom-

ty far more than incentive

pay Turning employees

ises to remain a bea-

loose to figure out the
best way to do the job

con for immigrants. Since
1970 it has taken in more

of them than the rest of
the world axebined. In
.the 1960s the lam was

the largest of any de-

can lead to double-dign
surges in output.
FoanwE's staff econo-

..

mists forecast that the

cade at the century

U.S. economy will grow

around 650,000
(not counting ille

3% a year during the

trants). In the I

an average of 21/2% to

enthe

199(s, about the same as
in the 1970s and 1980s.
Contrary to popular
dom, America is not slid.

U.S. will be wise to admit
even mare skilled people.

This will bring profound

ing into a hamburger-

economic bcne fits, for
immigrants carry with

flipper ectonon.,. Industrial production will expand at roughly the same

them creativity and ener-

gyboth particularly im-

rate as real GNP f-SOri of

portant in an information

which is in manulactur-

age when competruve-

ing). We anticipate in-

ness depends on the qual-

flation averaging 41/29
to 5% a year during the

:
a nation's brains.
---iigrants also tend to

decadedreadful cornFORTUNE IS

6
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pared with the 1
to 2% of the 1960s but not much they alone cannot solve this American dilemma. Taking
worse than it has been lately As import competitkm some first steps will require government incentives and
lessens, profits will grow faster than mains' GNP, about government speeding. On the basis of what we know
10% a year. The trade deficit is likely to shrinkhelped ww, mote money would be *ell allocated to Head Start,
by a deer= in the dollar of some 10% in the next few housing vouchers, and tax credits for the working poor,
yearsbut it will not disappear. With the Social Securi- to name a kw psovams. But we still have much to learn
ty surplus counted in, the federal
deficit will about whet will work and what will not, how to help the
probably diminish to zero by the year Ai a
needy without destrcing their will to help themselves.
In the imanWomd Oitical ferment now boiling, this
wrILL RECESSION STRIKE dur- search kw the roper balance between security and risk

ing the decade? Yes, at least once. taking, dynamism and the welfare stale, reaches far beVie have not reresied the econom- yond America's borders. Many who sought refuge in
ic cycle. And the Federal Reserve Communiam years ago did so in hopes of finding a way
may well raise interest rates to to ameliOrate what they saw as capitalism's cruel injusfight inflation, edging the economy tices. That Communism failed them does not imply that
into decline. noubk is, the present weight of corporate their complaints were hypocritical or their motehn inand personal debt could turn a recessionary gully into sincere. Now as ex-Communist nations grope theii way
the Grand Canyon.
toward liberal demotTacyy, the danger is that io their euThe overleveraging of American corpotations wilt phoria they will expect democracy to do too muchand
take years to :et straight Many leveraged bt7outs give up too easily Simpie totalitarian solutions can exert
wilt drift into Chapter II, and defaults on junk bonds an irresistible pull on the desperate.
will contimially make news. The time to repent is nigh:
Look for a dedine ht the number ot new LBOs and fiERHAPS AMERICAS richest gift it; the
nancially enginemed hostile takeovers.
rest of the world now would be tO show that
In the past few months major corporations have
racial and ethnic harmony can work, that
grown fearful of debt. V. are =tenni; a period in which
the relatively affluent 85% of society can
equity capital and Mandel solidity will be prized. Comhelp lift the 15% who remain poor, often
panies will reduce leverage by squeezui dividenis and
despondently so. This will require a deeper
building up retained earnings. The junk bond market sense of.community, more Americans working together
will remain shaky, and traditional, conservative lend- with values that are inclusive, nurturing, and caring, as
ersinsurance and finance companieswill repin the opronsed, to tompetitive, individualistic, and selfish.
power they had lost to the purveyers of junk. %r hoeWhen Fonrusa began, America had a vision in fact,
towers that will mean tighter money and tougher terms. it has hal; mane visions over the years. Most hsve been
America's peatest thilimge will be one of values. realized, some beyond our wildcat dream. Americans
The U.S. has its own Thizi WNW country within its bor- pulled out of the Depression and helped defeat fascism.
ders: an increasingly deptived, sePuratud
They carried the banner of democzacy and helped
petuating underclusnm tedy but certainly not
spread affluence eround the world. They have done
Madc and Hispanic. With homelessness, poverty, vio- much to win the Lold War and to inspire Communist
lean, drug addiction, inadequate health cake, and the nations and Third World states to search for their own
well-known toes of its education system, America pre- forms of social democracy or market capitalism, to find
sents an ugly face to the world. Many Europeans and the kind of society that would encompass the &iv- nAsians feel there is little they have to learn km the tages that the U.S. dearly has, along with the social safeU.S.and much that it could learn from themstout ty nets it has not yet learned to design.
combining a more civil society with economic pospertit
So what is the American vision now?
The economic growth foreseen by Pommel's econoTo get on with the work of building a society that is
mists will not do much by itself to lessen poverty So bow open, diverse, pluralistic, and free. A society that is non do we break the hemt-rending cycle of multigenen- racist and nonsexist but believes in equality of opportutional destitution? Do we remit to totalitarian acts, tak- nity, not equality of result. V. spent much of the 20th
ing children away from unlit mothers and unhealthy
saving a decaying old world order from its pent11111
environments? Who will judge a mother's fitness? Who uP
If we are wise, we can move ahead in
will provide a better envhonment? But if we do nothing, America's t
century by addressing our unmet social
how will we change the nation-sapping cycle of self-de- needs and promoting etzmomic health at home while restructive behavior?
maining first among equals in building a newand
We at FORTUNE value free markets but recognize that freeglobal political order.

and se=

a
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Clouded Economy
Prompts Colleges
to Weigh Changes
Unprecedented interest seen
ries
ill private-scctor

/
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Officials of both public and private universities across the country are bracing for
an unfiivorable economic climate in the

I

I

I

I

I

I

1990's.

Predictions that the mounting federal
deficit will block increases in public financing are causing worry. and talk of a possi-

ble recession also contributes to the economic cloud that hovers over higher education's view of the next decade.
As a result. numerous colleges are be-

ginning to make changes that borrow
heavily from the trinsformations that

I

I

I

swept American industry in the 19110's.
when stiff foreign competition forced
many corporations to streamline their op-

I

erations or go under.
As if torn from the mges of a marketing

I

textbook, terms like "customer orientation." "market niche." and "client rela0011" are creeping into the lexicon of col-

1

lo,* administrators with incressing frequency.

CAtmi-t.4 41.44

Spiraling Price; for Lab Lepsipnlent
Colleges have borrowed cost-cutting
methods from the government and the pri-

I

I

vate sector on a piecemeal basis in the
pest. but experts in Anance say an unprec-

edented interest in private-sector strategies is now swetping higher education us

i

administrators seek a formula for assuring

,

their colleges' Annelid viability through
tiw and of the century and beyond.
Judging by the seriousness of tbe challenges ahead. colleges may need all the
help they can get. Spiraling prices for lab-

I

1

oratory equipment and facilities are raising

I
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The United States trade deficit wail Japan has not

I

narrowed, despite perlodIC (Moms to reduce it.
The gep is shown in Mons of doNars, on scale at right.
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-Japan agrees
to expand its
economy and
increase
American imports.

Bowing to *American demands to loosen quotas, Japan
says it wilt increase imports of beef and citrus.
-10

Japan accepts voluntary
restrictions on car
exporls to the U.S.

IJapanese Government calls for less emphasis
on exports and removal of obstacles to imports.
Japan agrees to stop dumping computer chips on
the wcrld market and to buy more chips from abroad.
1

1

I __

1

U.S. enacts a sweeping trade law toughening
its stance on other countries' trade barriers.

-70

Source. Department of Commerce
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Clouded Economy
Prompts Colleges
to Weigh Chancr6es
Uvprtcrdented interest.sccn
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By KARENR4SSMVCK
Officials of both public and private universities across the country are bracing for
an unfavorable economic climate .n the
l 990's.

Predictions that the mounting federal
deficit will block increases in public financing are causing worry. and talk of a possible recession also contributes to the economic cloud that hovers over higher education's view of the ^ext decade.
As a result, numerous colleges are be-

ginning to make changes that borrow
heavily from the transformations that
swept American industry in the l980s.
when stiff foreign competition forced
many corporations to streamline their operations or go under.
As if torn from the pages of a marketing

ttotbook, terms like "customer orientation.- -market niche." and "client relai;5ns" are creeping into the lexicon of col-

tege administrators with increasing frequency.
Camott-

ak

Spiraling Prices for Lab Lquipment
Colleges have borrowed cost-cutting
methods from the government and the pri-

vate sector on a piecemeal basis in the
past. but experts in finance ,Ily an unprec-

edented interest in private-sector strategies is now swetping higher education as
administrators seek a formula for assuring
their colleges' financial viability through
#I.'* .4id of the century and beyond.
Judging by the seriousneos of the challenges ahead. colkges may need all the
help they can get. Spiraling prices for lab-
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Third World Increasingly Dependent on
imported Grain
Perhaps the best indicator of
long-term shifts in food production relative to demsnd can be
seen in the duinging geographic

Ahica, a largely agrarian con-

Union, which were importing at

tinent beset by environmental
deterioration and a mad popu-

record levels in the late 1970.
and early 1980s, arc slowly nadudng their dependence on outside grain. Whether they reach

ically in recent decades. Since
mid-century, North America
has increased its grain
more than fivefold, fromTnets
dllion to 119 million tons, emerging as the world's breadbasket.

lation inamee, has become
heavily dependent on imported
grain as it tries to ofiset a twoden& decline in per capita production. Counties in the northern tier Egypt, Libya. Tunisia,
Algeria, aM Moro=
now
bring in half the grain they consume. Even with continental imports of an estimated 28 million
tons in 1988, millions of people
in sub-Saharan Africa were left
hung .y and malnourished, some
on the verge of starvation.

Latin America became a grain-

The combination of a small

deficit region hi the 1970s, with
net imports of roughly II million

pattern of world food trade. In
1950. most of the grain in international trade flowed from

North America to grain-deficit
Western Europe. The rest of the
world was essentially seif-suffident. That has changed dramat-

tons by 1988. Despite a vast land

and shrinking cropland ans per
person and rinng prosperity in
many munuies has made Asia

area, Bradl now regulsrly im-

the kndin food-importing re-

ports both wheat and feed-

gion. Its purchases surpassed
those of Europe during the mid-

grains. These imports phis those
of Mexico, with its growing food

deficit, and of several smaller
countries more than offset exports from Argentina.

self-suffkiency will depend
heavily on the success of Soviet
agricultural reforms.

Western Europe is perhaps
the most interesting regional
stosy. In the early 1900s, it
ended two centuries of dependence on imported grain, a dethat began with the
titleRevolution and the
of manufac tured

food and raw matedab with the rctkt of the world.
Steadily advancing farm technologies, ferm-support prices
gxodanodslt

weU above the wodd market
level, and a population growth
rate that is approadiing zero

1960s, and all indications are
that they will continue to rise

have mmbined to push the region's net exports bove those
of Australia.

during the 1990. .and beyond.
Eastern Europe and the Soviet

Lester R. Brown

The Changing Pattern of World Grain Trade
19so-se1
1950

1960

1970

1980

198e

(milNon metric Ions)

North America

+ 23

+ 39

+ 58

+ 131

+ 119

Latin America

+1

0

+4

10

- 11

- 22

- 25

- 30

16

+ 22

0

0

- 48

- 27

Western Europe
E. Eurepe and Soviet Union

AMca

0

-2

-5

15

- 26

Asia

6

- 17

- 37

- 63

- 89

+3

+6

+ 12

+ 19

+ 14

Australia and Now Zealand

'Re Ipi Indbiss list am* minus sign, net mesons.
*Piesnensiv.

Sams U.N. Food mil Aolcallue Omanizallon: U.& Diiperlenent st Aggladkae, Reign Agroibsel Sante.
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MEASURES OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
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MEASURES OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
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Hypergraphics:
"The Classroom of the Future"
by JIM WILSON
fue. Moreover. discussion or question-and-answer
he self-learning approach has been used for
techniqura take far more time to present and cover a
most of the practical research in. and applicagiv ,.i.. amount of information. The instructor must also
tions of. computer-besei training. That approach. which has beau favond even for inter- have an expert's skill in moving the flow of infonnation in the tequired direction and ensuring the perociactive video, entails a one-on-one interaction between
pation of everyone.
capitalstudent and computer. Thus it is not only
We blow from our experiences as both students and
but
also
intensive (requiring one computer per student)
insuvctors that tbe key to any learning situation is a
demands thet students be self-motivated enough to
high level of audience attentiveness. To maximize
work on their own.
There is an ahernative: Computer teclutology can be attendveneu is to maximize how much is learnt and
how much is retained. Ideally, that would be done in a
uised within the existing classroom environment to
way both inexpemive and quick.
support rather supplant the insmictor. One such
We need visually interating materials that ere
application of the technology is now being impleeffective
in presenting concepts. and also some way to
mental in achools and corporate training facilities
keep each modem actively laming. Additional factors
throughout the country. It is called Hypergraphics
that enhance student attention inchtde smooth. wellThe Classrootn of the Future. Hypertrophies uses the
organized presentations. and superlative questioning
capabilities of computer technology to implement the
mdmiques.
key features of effective classroom instruction. Thus.
All the factors mentioned can be supported by
before we explore Hyperpaphics in detail. we should
computer
technology. Eye-catching traphics can be
briefly examine the key characteristics of classroom
generated
by computer and Anther enhanced by
insuuction.
animation. Petticipation can be nmitisnized by consteady gettint dm =dm to answer 14111136011S. A

What Works and What Doesn't
Front time so time. we an all condemned to sit
through interminable lectures that induce near-terminal
botedom. During those torpid tirces, our minds wander
and we acquire Litde front dm presentation except
mental numbness. Even with tood lecnwes that use
effective graphic overhead transparencies and other
aids. our anentiveness drops after 20 minutes or so. We
can all West that tints-efficient the lecture may be. but
leaming-efferove it ir not. All the sante. because a
lecture tementation allows the insuuctor to deliver a
maXi° AIR of information in a minimum of time.
lecturing is the predominant form of instruction.
True. a promotion may catch fin when tbe inn:want OOP from dm lecture groove and launches on
a queedoo-mid-anwer session. or opens the topic to
classroom discussion. Mit the fire is easily dampened
if a kw students blanket the discussion or if many
students sit back rather than take pan in stains the

presentation can be exceptionally well-artanized in
terms of sequence and branching. and cut come loaded
and ready with pmcisely proposed quettionc because
the computer can be programmed beforehend. That is
what the Hypeepaphies systemits hardware and

softwarehas been designed to do.

The Components
The herdwase, illusamed in Figure 1. =sins of a
PC-compatible. so overhead projector with an LCD
projection panel. en instructor's remote-control device.
and provisice for responses from each student.
The software assists the instructor in deliverin .
lesson material. The material is preserved a step at 3
time, via the ovinhead projector. The instructor can
move to any pan of the masetial iii .ny direction. In
subject-matter
addition, the students me tested a
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ME BUSH BUDGET

Proi 'ent's Proposal' Would Gut Aid
to Students, Boost Science Spending
some 300.000 students would have their federal
uid slusi- 2:d in the 1991-92 academic year under
President Bush's new budget proposal. which he
sent to Congress lust week.
`z..`..

I WI 0

Mt Ili I Id%

II VONA I NON I 11114

The proposed cuts are part of a 524.6-billion
Education Detainment budget that includes a 2per-cent increase over the fiscal 1990 total.
Most science and technology programs would
fare well. Spending on basic research woukl rtse
by about 8 per cent.
Stories on the budget: Pages A24 through A34.

Fewer etudnen would gat Slate Student incent;ve C.....3 and Perkins
Student Loans. and some college Moats fear that fewer w( uld receive
Pell Grants. One of the largest increases would go to programs that help
institutions recruit and retain disadvantaged students. Page A24.

a 14epsesd Imomesse for Wens and technology
could be scaled beck in tbe budget fight ahead. Con-

gressionai aides wanted. As part of the increase for

basic research. military spending would rise by
shoat 6 per cent and civilian spending by about 9 pet
cent. The Administration also recommended a 37-

per-cent increase in support for global-change research. Pages A24 and A33.

a Sehelerskip In Ilse aft aNd kunritios would get WWII but pottunielly
significant increases. Advocates of federal support of such scholanatip
said the increases could signal a shin away from attitudes of the Reagan
Administration toward the arts and humanities endowments. Page MO.

rise propoed Owes is as tot sods could help *ate education. One
would mike permanent a tax credit for corporate spending on research.
The other would create tax-free savings accounts that could help some
parents save for their childrea's college education. Page A30.

Speolvil, dloseated main tease fOr non-prolit groups would be curtailed. College alumni associations were dismayed by the proposal. which
would exelude from discounts any third-class mailings that did not -relate
directly" to the primary purpose of an organization. Page A29.

Peoarial Mk= sopped a wide variety of college programsfrixi humanities courses for ethnically diverse students to an extension service
that is as likely to help communities cope with AIDS as with crop failures.
Reports from six campuses begin on Page A25
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AppenclixE: Biographical Sketch of the Author

James L. Morrison, Professor of Education, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, received hi.,
Ph.D. at the Florida State University in 1969. He was
lecturer in sociology at the University of Maryland,
European Division (1964-65), instructor in sociology
at the Florida State University (1968-69), and assistant
professor of education and sociology at the Pennsylvania State University (1969-73). He served two terms as
a member c.,f the Board of Directors, Association for
the Study of Higher Education, chaired the special
interest group on futures research, the American Edu-

critional Research Associatn, chaired the editorial
board, The Review of Higher Echfcation, and served as

consulting editor of The Review of Educational Research and The American Educational ResearchJour-

non for Higher Education. Author of The A hernwi ve
Futures Approach to Long-Range Planning. A Handbook for Army Long-Range Planners (Department of
the Army, 1990), Co-editor of Anoltig Methods and
Techniques of Futures Research (Jossey-Bass, 1983),
and coauthor of Futures Research and the Strategic
Planning Process (Association foc the Study offther
Education, 1984), his research and writing activities
focus on using futures research methods in planning
and policy analysis. The latter two publications and
one article, "Establishing and Environmental Scanning System to Augment College and University Planning," (Planning for Higher Education, 15 (1), 1987)
have been cited as critical reading in A Guide for New

Planners (Society for College and University Plannal. He has served as vice president (Division J-- ning, 1988). His consulting activities focus on assistPostsecondary Education), the American Educational ing colleges and universities in developing environResearch Association, and as convener of the Forum mental scanning/forecasting systems to augment their
on Environmental Scanning, 'I lie American Associa- long-range planning processes.
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AppendixE: Biographical Sketch ot the Author

James L. Morrison, Professor of Education, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, received
Ph.D. at the Florida State University in 1969. He was
lecturer in sociology at the University of Maryland,
European Division (1964-65), instructor in sociology
at the Florida State University (1968-69), and assistant

non for Higher Education. Author of !he Alternative
Futures Approach to Long-Range Planning- A Handbook for Army Long-Range Planners (Department of
the Army, 1990), Cc-editor 4polu' .Ig Methods and
Techniques of Futures Research (Jossey-Bass, 1983),
and coauthor of Furares Research and the Strategic

professor of education and sociology at the Pennsylvania State University (1969-73). He served two terms as
a member bf the Board of Directors, Association for
the Study of Higher Education, chaired the special
intaest group on futures research, the American Edu-

Planning Process (Association fol- the Study ot H,gher

Education, 1984), his research and writing activities
focus on using futures research methods in planning
and policy analysis. The latter two publications and
cnc article, "Establishing and Environmental Scan-

ctitional Research Associata, ii, chaired the editorial

ning System to Augment College and University Planning," (Planning for Higher Education, 15 (1 ), 1987)
have been cited as critical reading in A Guide for New

board, The Review of Higher E.4uration, and served as

consulting editor of The Review of Educational Research and The Americun Educational Researc h Journal. He has served as vice president (Division J--Postsecondary Education), the American Educational
Research Association, and as convener of the Forum
on Environmental Scanning, Tt lie American Associa-

Planners (Society for College and University Planning, 1988). His consulting activities focus on assisting colleges and universities in developing environmental scanning/forecasting systems to augment their
long-range planning processes.
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